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1 | CASE STUDY CHIRIN OS
Climate Change Adaptation Strategies Workshop Pilot:
A Case Study
Summary
In July of 2017, Counter Culture Coffee and Twin Trading conducted a two-day pilot workshop
with La Prosperidad de Chirinos Cooperative in Peru. The workshop used participatory action
research methodologies to provide a decision-making framework for coffee farmers. This framework
helped farmers identify impactful and feasible climate change adaptation solutions specific to their
community needs while considering local resource availability. Participants identified problems,
generated solutions, explored solution feasibility, and prioritized solutions based on impact and
feasibility through a progression of ten activities. This process produced a list of prioritized climate
change adaptation solutions that cooperative leaders will analyze for potential implementation.
The workshop included 25 participants consisting of coffee farmers, tecnicos, and cooperative
managers, with a wide range of ages and experience represented. Based on positive participant
feedback, the workshop proved to be a valuable tool for approaching climate change adaptation
strategies. Post-workshop analysis revealed areas of improvement for future workshops. Counter
Culture and Twin Trading are currently developing a toolkit that provides detailed instructions
on how to conduct a workshop similar to what is described in this case study, incorporating the
learnings from Chirinos and subsequent workshops. Following toolkit completion, materials will be
published and distributed to the wider coffee industry and other organizations working with coffee
producers around the world. For further information on this forthcoming toolkit, please contact
Meredith Taylor at mtaylor@counterculturecoffee.com or Hannah Ward at
HannahWard@twin.org.uk.
This case study focuses on the methodology, design, results, and analysis of the “beta test” of the
climate change adaptation workshop held in collaboration with the Chirinos coffee cooperative.

Introduction
A recent study of the global impact of climate change on coffee predicts that areas suitable for
coffee will be reduced 50% from current levels by 2050. Increasing temperatures, irregular rain,
and prolonged dry seasons directly threaten the viability of coffee trees and coffee cup quality. By
extension, climate change threatens the livelihoods of coffee farmers and communities who may
be unable to adequately prepare for challenges they face, and manage their operations profitably.
However, the specific impacts are inconsistent across the globe. Given this high degree of difference
between coffee-growing regions, climate change adaptation solutions need to be location-specific. In
addition, farmers and community members are best positioned to generate solutions tailored to the
types of resources they have access to and in response to their most pressing climatic impacts.
Over the course of three years, Duke University students worked with Counter Culture Coffee (CCC)
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to conduct research with Latin American smallholder coffee farmers. The students studied climate
change impacts, how those impacts varied between regions, and identified potential adaptation
solutions drawn from what farmers were already implementing. The most recent work was focused
on working collaboratively with the farmers to determine the feasibility of selected adaptation
strategies based on the varying environmental, social, and organizational capacities of different
coffee cooperatives. This research developed valuable methodologies and revealed the importance
of including farmers in process of assessing and planning for climate change adaptation. However,
the cost and time required to repeat this process for every coffee-growing organization worldwide,
coupled with the urgency of implementing adaptation solutions, led Counter Culture Coffee to
the decision to develop a workshop which could achieve similar outcomes in a more efficient way.
The idea was to create a participatory framework to identify relevant and feasible climate change
adaptation solutions in a way that would allow participants to generate solutions unique to their
own experiences and capacities and that was flexible enough to allow it to be implemented across
different coffee growing regions and with different types of coffee grower organizations.
In the summer of 2017, Counter Culture Coffee (CCC) and Twin Trading (Twin) piloted the first
workshop over three days at La Prosperidad de Chirinos Cooperative in Peru. Counter Culture Coffee
Sustainability Manager, Meredith Taylor, Duke University Student, Kathryn Gaasch, and Twin Trading
Project Associate, James Astuhuaman, conducted the workshop. The final outcome was a list of
prioritized climate change adaptation solutions based on attractiveness, feasibility, and impact.

Methodology
Workshop methodology drew mainly from participatory action research (PAR). This approach is a

Listening
Meetings, focus groups,
mapping, seasonal calendars,
questionnaires, field notes,
observation, photos, video

Action
Action planning, interactive 		
workshops, demonstrations, door
to door, educational material
development, advocacy

Analysis
Focus groups, meetings, social
interactions, key health and
environmental risk practice
messages, dialogue
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cyclical process, consisting of four steps: planning, action, observation/evaluation, and reflection (see
graphic below). This approach relies on direct and substantial collaboration between researchers
and the people impacted by the issue being studied to produce the most accurate, relevant and
actionable information. There are several benefits to PAR that made this approach especially useful
in the workshop design and implementation. First, those who face a given problem, such as climate
change impacts, are able to provide a greater depth of information about both the issues being faced
and potential solutions than what an outside actor might consider on their own. In addition, when
community members are active in solution-finding and decision making, they become more engaged
in the project and interested implementation of final products.
The PAR approach is structured in a way that does not explicitly tell participants what to do,
but instead introduces a guided and structured decision-making process. This approach allows
participants to integrate their own knowledge and experiences and, based on this holistic and
profound understanding of the problem and solutions, make collective decisions about the best
way forward.
Applying the PAR approach, this workshop was designed to help participants systematically think
through the challenges associated with climate change and identify solutions based on impact
and feasibility rather than what intuitively sounds appealing, what a supply chain partner or other
external organization might be pushing, or what has or hasn’t been tried in the past. This framework
is adaptable to meet the unique needs of each organization, as well as to fit its unique capacities. As a
result, the knowledge produced during this climate change adaptation workshop pilot was generated
from a combination of trainer-provided information about climate change and adaptation strategies
and the knowledge and input of participants. Twin has employed the PAR methodology in their
Gender Actions Learning System (GALS) workshops in the past. The GALS workshop design focuses
on spurring “discussion, awareness and motivation ‘from within’ the participants themselves so that
they own the change process and are able to facilitate themselves.”
CCC and Twin specifically chose to develop this workshop framework based on PAR principles
over a more traditional training approach, believing that the people experiencing a problem have
the opportunity to provide information that goes beyond outsider knowledge and that personal
relevance increases their engagement in the project and final products. While education, specifically
about climate change and current adaptation strategies, was an important part of the workshop, the
primary focus was on determining the most impactful and feasible adaptation strategies based on the
conditions and available resources at La Prosperidad specifically— decisions that CCC and Twin feel
is best made by the people living and working in that situation rather than themselves. Traditional
training on the specific adaptation strategies developed and selected during the workshop is still a
potential step in the implementation of these strategies.

Workshop Structure
CCC and Twin selected La Prosperidad de Chirinos in Peru for this pilot of the workshop based on
their organizational capacity and interest in climate change work. Even though CCC had no prior
relationship with Chirinos, Twin had worked with the cooperative for several years. Prior to officially
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beginning the workshop, CCC and Twin visited one of the cooperative’s model farms, which helped
them to gain insight into local farming practices, agronomic and environmental challenges, crops
currently cultivated in Chirinos, and sustainability practices currently in place. This pre-workshop
day also involved a meeting with representatives from cooperative management and leadership
to gain information related to cooperative history, current partnerships, and past attempted
sustainability projects. This pre-workshop visitation day was not only key in providing context for
workshop implementation, but also helped CCC develop a relationship with the cooperative prior to
conducting the workshop. This was especially important since CCC was not in direct communication
with the cooperative before arrival. One day of introductory visits and work was necessary to
properly communicate the purpose and expectations of the workshop. The workshop was structured
around four key objectives:
1. Identify the most important challenges/problems in Chirinos due to climate change impacts
2. Identify potential solutions to overcome these challenges/problems
3. Explore the concept of feasibility and how access to resources differs by region
and cooperative
4. Prioritize adaptation strategies based on impact and feasibility
The progression of the workshop and the structure of activities was organized around these
objectives. Each activity built upon previous exercises to facilitate effective strategy selection and
analysis. Workshop facilitators led all activities and kept detailed notes and lists of activity outcomes
and discussions. The workshop was conducted by a team of three people; fewer people might be
appropriate in the future once facilitators are familiar with the content and progression of the
workshop. Necessary personnel include at minimum a facilitator and assistant to aid.
It is important to note that the strategies output by the workshop were not limited to brand-new
activities. If the most impactful and feasible solution ended up being something the cooperative was
already doing, that was an acceptable outcome—even fortuitous since implementation costs will
likely be lower.
A brief overview the exercises is provided here:
1. Climate and Cropping Calendar
The purpose of this initial activity was to 		
begin a list of challenges farmers face due to
changes in climate. Workshop participants
drew climate and cropping calendars (example
below), which included the main stages of crop
production as well as patterns of “normal”
climate prior to major shifts or events.
Participants then discussed and listed how
climate patterns have changed, and how such
changes have impacted crop cultivation
and livelihoods.
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2. Resilient vs. Non-resilient Practices
Delving deeper into crop production, participants next identified both resilient and non-		
resilient agricultural practices. Participants wrote down different agricultural practices on 		
sticky notes and placed them along a resilient to non-resilient spectrum. Discussion focused 		
on which practices had been adopted as a result of climate change impacts in contrast 		
to those which had been used over many years, and on issues and impacts that arise 			
from using non-resilient practices.

3. Climate Change Presentation
CCC gave a brief presentation on climate change and on prior research conducted by Duke 		
University students. Content focused on the global causes and impact of climate change, 		
its effect on agriculture, and anticipated effects in Peru. After the presentation, participants 		
were given the opportunity to add to the master list of challenges and impacts that had been 		
developed in the prior two activities.
4. Challenge/Impact Prioritization
After spending the three activities creating a list of challenges and impacts, the fourth activity
consolidated the list based on common themes and repeated ideas. Next, participants 		
voted on which challenges had the largest impact on coffee and livelihoods in Chirinos. Each 		
participant got 3 votes in the form of dot stickers which they then placed next to the 			
challenges/impacts displayed on the wall. The five with the most votes were then prioritized.
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5. Problem Tree
Once this condensed list of challenges had been created,
participants then had to identify the causes, effects, and
potential solutions for each of the five selected challenges.
They were given “problem tree” templates to work with as
an outline, and each table was assigned a challenge. 		
Participants were encouraged to think broadly and creatively
about solutions; they could be ones that had been attempted
but failed, were currently in development, or had already been
implemented on a small, expandable scale.

		
		

		

6. Feasibility Presentation
CCC gave a second presentation to introduce the idea of a feasibility framework, pulling from
Duke research project outcomes. The presentation detailed how resources can be organized 		
into five categories: human, physical, social, financial and natural, and how access to different
resources can determine which solutions are more or less feasible. Participants were then 		
given time to add additional solutions to problem trees.
7. Resource Matrix
Before applying the feasibility framework to climate change adaptation solutions, participants
practiced and internalized it using an example of planning a large community party. They
identified types of human, social, financial, physical, and natural resources needed for the 		
event, and where these resources could be found on individual, community, and external 		
levels. This activity was displayed on a resource matrix.
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8. Solution Prioritization
Once participants had internalized
feasibility concepts, they then 		
narrowed down their solutions
based on attractiveness and 		
feasibility. Participants were 		
again given 3 dot stickers to vote on
solutions, which resulted in a final
list of five solutions.

9. Solution Feasibility
Using a provided listing template,
participants identified the different
types of capital needed for each
of the five solutions. They took
note of what resources they already
had and what they still needed.
They were asked to indicate how
difficult it would be to acquire
the resources they were
missing. Solutions that require
many resources that are 		
highly difficult to acquire would be
considered less feasible, and
vice versa.

10. Impact vs. Feasibility Graph
The concluding activity took 		
feasibility determinations 		
into account and plotted the five
adaptation solutions on an impact
vs. feasibility graph. This allowed
participants to prioritize the 		
solutions that are both high impact
and most feasible.
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Post-workshop
The workshop scope and tasks also expand beyond the two-day participatory activities. It also
includes follow-up work to be completed by cooperative management. Co-op leadership is better
positioned to identify resources and strategies necessary for large-scale implementation of the
solutions identified by workshop participants.
Such work by management would focus on detailed planning for 1 to 2 of the adaptation solutions
from the workshop. Leaders were given a template to use, referencing the resource matrices
completed by workshop participants. Once completed, this template will give co-op leadership a
better sense of how feasible and impactful solution implementation might be and help them put the
necessary actions on a timeline. An example template is given below:

Solution:
Assets &
Opportunities

Targets and Activities

Whole Period

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Overall goal

goal

goal

goal

Resource
Risks &
Requirements Assumptions

Results
After working through the ten activities described, workshop participants had identified the five most
feasible and impactful climate change adaptation solutions. Listed in descending order, and graphed
below, based on attractiveness, feasibility, and impact, those solutions were:
A. Production and application of organic compost
B. Management plan for solid and liquid waste
C. Better practices for planting coffee
D. Coffee seed banks
E. Studies on shade tree varieties
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Workshop participants noted that Chirinos
coffee farmers had already started to
implement a system of compost production
and application, but that the system would
need additional work to be scaled to a coop-wide level. This affirmed CCC’s belief
that many farmers are already adopting
agricultural practices that build climate
change resilience, even if the practices are
not adopted specifically for that reason. In
addition, solutions that were seen as less
feasible or attractive, such as seed banks
or better ways of planting coffee, may still
be worth exploring. Such solutions could be key adaptation strategies given additional research,
implementation planning, and greater access to resources.
As part of the workshop conclusion, participants filled out a survey evaluation. This was distributed
in order to gauge perceptions of the workshop outcomes and process. All but two of the survey
questions were answered with a “likert scale” using smiley faces, with most negative answers
receiving a value of one, and most positive five. Overall, the evaluations of the workshop were very
positive with all response averages close to or at a score of 5.00.

Key Takeaways on the Process
Given the high evaluation scores, as well as additional feedback from workshop participants, CCC
and Twin felt that the workshop ultimately proved to be a very valuable tool for La Prosperidad to
approach climate change adaptation. Participants verbally expressed gratitude for the time and effort
that had been dedicated to learning about their particular climate change obstacles.
Alongside this success, this pilot of the workshop also surfaced a few key observations about how to
improve the process for future workshops:
Participants approached climate change learning and adaptation strategies from a primarily
agricultural perspective. This created a somewhat limited scope for the activities and resulting
strategies. In the future, the activities included in the workshop will be slightly revised to expand
participants’ consideration of social or political impacts and solutions as well.
Such a change would include more time spent discussing climate change impacts beyond a strictly
environmental point of view. This could include relying more heavily on the term “resilient” instead
of “viable” during activities, and focusing on specific community examples such as social structures
that make the community more resilient to environmental changes. This would allow the facilitator
to then ask more refined guiding questions during activities, especially the resilient vs. non-resilient
practices spectrum, about non-agricultural assets and practices that the community might have.
Future workshops could also include additional non-topical exercises that foster creative thinking
processes, inspiring participants to move beyond their agricultural perspective.
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In addition, cooperative leadership was, up until the day before the workshop, unclear about its focus.
Initial expectations were that the workshop would focus on climate change mitigation strategies, not
adaptation. Participants were also very interested in climate change mitigation work, and held the
same initial confusions about the workshop’s focus. Future workshops might include more discussion
about the differences between climate change mitigation and adaptation, and a clear definition of the
workshop’s scope for clarity and unified focus between facilitators and participants.
Twin is currently working with cooperative leadership to develop a project based on the workshop
results, so there has not yet been an opportunity to analyze the effectiveness of the follow-up
materials or process. For future workshops, it would be beneficial to establish more formal roles
and expectations for follow-up work prior to the workshop. This might include defining who is
responsible for such work, an appropriate frequency for check-ins, and how intensely interested
parties should push follow-up work. Such definitions and timelines will set reasonable and clear
expectations for all involved with the workshop.

Conclusions
Beyond the direct deliverables and results generated, the workshop provided a unique opportunity to
build stronger relationships among value chain partners. It allowed CCC and Twin to demonstrate
their commitment to understanding and helping farmers adapt to climate change obstacles that
directly impact their livelihoods. It also created a transparent line of communication between the
cooperative and their value chain partners, since the workshop gave participants a platform for
conveying their concerns. CCC and Twin gained a wealth of information regarding the cooperative’s
organizational capacities, which could prove very useful in the future to maintain a thriving
partnership.
This workshop was the first of its kind put on by Counter Culture Coffee and Twin Trading.
Successive workshops have since been held by CCC, who is testing the workshop methodology with
other types of coffee producer organizations, such as associations and single-owner farms. CCC is
also working on compiling all of the workshop resources into a toolkit that will be made available to
other actors in coffee industry so that they can recreate the workshop within their own value chains.
Each successive workshop offers new insights and the toolkit will reflect this constant learning
process. Following toolkit completion, materials will be published and distributed to the coffee
industry. For further information on this forthcoming toolkit, please contact Meredith Taylor at
mtaylor@counterculturecoffee.com or Hannah Ward at HannahWard@twin.org.uk.
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2 | CASE STUDY CHIRINOS_SHORT
Climate Change Adaptation Strategies Workshop Pilot:
A Case Study
Introduction
Areas suitable for coffee growing will be reduced 50% from current levels by 2050; temperature and
precipitation changes threaten the viability of coffee trees, coffee cup quality, and the livelihoods of
coffee farmers and communities. Impacts vary across coffee-growing regions, so adaptation solutions
need to be location-specific. Over the course of three years, Duke University students, working with
Counter Culture Coffee conducted research with Latin American smallholder coffee farmers to
study climate change impacts, how those impacts varied between regions, and identified potential
adaptation solutions drawn from what farmers were already implementing. The findings and
methodologies from these studies were condensed into a workshop designed to help coffee farmers
identify relevant and feasible climate change adaptation solutions. The goal of this workshop is to
generate solutions based on the experiences and the resources available to participants in a way that
is both efficient and location-specific.
Counter Culture and Twin Trading are currently developing a toolkit that provides detailed
instructions on to conduct a workshop similar to what is described in this case study, incorporating
the learnings from Chirinos and subsequent workshops. Following toolkit completion, materials
will be published and distributed to the coffee industry and other organizations working with coffee
producers. For further information on this forthcoming toolkit, please contact Meredith Taylor at
mtaylor@counterculturecoffee.com or Hannah Ward at HannahWard@twin.org.uk.

Workshop Summary
In July of 2017, Counter Culture Coffee and Twin Trading conducted a pilot workshop with La
Prosperidad de Chirinos Cooperative in Peru. The workshop used participatory action research
methodologies to provide a decision-making framework for coffee farmers. This framework helped
farmers identify impactful and feasible climate change adaptation solutions specific to their
community needs while considering local resource availability. Participants identified problems,
generated solutions, explored solution feasibility, and prioritized solutions based on impact and
feasibility through a progression of ten activities. This process produced a list of prioritized climate
change adaptation solutions that cooperative leaders will analyze for potential implementation.
The workshop included 25 participants consisting of coffee farmers, tecnicos, and cooperative
managers, with a wide range of ages and experience represented. Based on positive participant
feedback, the workshop proved to be a valuable tool for approaching climate change
adaptation strategies.
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Methodology
Workshop methodology was based on participatory action research (PAR) principles, an approach
relies on direct and substantial collaboration between researchers and the people impacted by the
issue being studied to produce the most accurate, relevant and actionable information. CCC and
Twin specifically chose to utilize this model over a more traditional training format, believing that
the people experiencing a problem have the opportunity to provide information that goes beyond
outsider knowledge and that personal relevance increases their engagement in the project and final
products. The PAR approach allows participants to integrate their own knowledge and experiences
and, based on this holistic and profound understanding of the problem and solutions, make collective
decisions about the best way forward. This workshop is designed to help participants systematically
think through the challenges associated with climate change and identify solutions based on impact
and feasibility rather than what intuitively sounds appealing, what a supply chain partner or other
external organization might be pushing, or what has or hasn’t been tried in the past. This results in
solutions that are relevant, feasible, and that already have buy-in.

Workshop Structure
CCC and Twin selected La Prosperidad de Chirinos in Peru to pilot this workshop based on
their organizational capacity, interest in climate change work, and Twin’s working relationship
with the cooperative. Prior to officially beginning the workshop, CCC and Twin visited one of
the cooperative’s model farms, which helped them gain insight into local farming practices and
challenges, They also held a meeting with members of cooperative leadership and management.
These activities were key in providing context for workshop implementation, helped CCC develop a
relationship with the cooperative prior to conducting the workshop, and allowed CCC and Twin to
properly communicate the purpose and expectations of the workshop.
The workshop was structured around four key objectives:
1. Identify the most important challenges/problems in Chirinos due to climate change impacts
2. Identify potential solutions to overcome these challenges/problems
3. Explore the concept of feasibility and how access to resources differs by region
and cooperative
4. Prioritize adaptation strategies based on impact and feasibility
The progression and structure of the ten workshop activities was organized around these objectives.
Activities engaged participants in strategizing and planning, but also included informational
presentations from the facilitators. More detailed information about each of the ten activities can be
found in the full-length version of this case study.
The workshop scope also includes follow-up work to be completed by cooperative management.
Leaders were given a template to guide the implementation of the adaptation strategies identified by
workshop participants.
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Results
At the conclusion of the workshop,
participants had identified the five climate
change adaptation solutions they felt
were most feasible and impactful for
La Prosperidad. Listed in descending
order based on attractiveness, feasibility,
and impact, those solutions were: A)
Production and application of organic
compost, B) Management plan for solid
and liquid waste, C) Better practices for
planting coffee, D) Coffee seed banks, and
E) Studies on shade tree varieties.
Participant evaluations of the workshop were positive.

Conclusions
Given the high evaluation scores, as well as additional feedback from workshop participants, CCC
and Twin felt that the workshop ultimately proved to be a very valuable tool for La Prosperidad
to approach climate change adaptation. Beyond direct deliverables and results, the workshop
provided a unique opportunity to build stronger relationships among value chain partners. It allowed
CCC and Twin to demonstrate their commitment to understanding and helping farmers adapt to
climate change obstacles that directly impact their livelihoods. It also created a transparent line of
communication between the cooperative and their value chain partners, since the workshop gave
participants a platform for conveying their concerns. CCC and Twin gained a wealth of information
regarding the cooperative’s organizational capacities, which could prove very useful in the future to
maintain a thriving partnership.
This pilot of the workshop also highlighted the need to refine the language and structure of some of
the activities to provide more clarity of the intended workshop scope to participants. This workshop
was the first of its kind put on by CCC and Twin. Successive workshops have since been held by
CCC, who is testing the workshop methodology with other types of coffee producer organizations,
such as associations and single-owner farms. CCC is also working on compiling all of the workshop
resources into a toolkit that will be made available to the coffee industry so that they can recreate the
workshop within their own value chains. Like this pilot, each successive workshop offers new insights
and the toolkit will reflect this constant learning process. Following toolkit completion, materials
will be published and distributed to the coffee industry. For further information on this forthcoming
toolkit, please contact Meredith Taylor at mtaylor@counterculturecoffee.com or Hannah Ward
at HannahWard@twin.org.uk.
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3 | CLIMATE CHANGE PRESENTATION EXAMPLE_ENG
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4 | CLIMATE CHANGE P RESENTATION EXAMPLE_SP
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5 | CLIMATE / CROPPING CALENDAR TEMPLATE
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6 | EVALUATION FORM EXAMPLE_ENG
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7 | EVALUATION FORM EXAMPLE_SP
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8 | FACILITATOR GUIDE_ENG

Exercise: Day 1 Introduction

***This is an example facilitator guide. You will need to modify the
language to fit your own organization, goals, and audiences***
Facilitator Guide

Say

Learning Objective: Introduce CCC & Twin; explain the purpose of the workshop; discuss agenda for the day; participant
introductions; workshop ground rules
Product: List of ground rules
Materials: Paper, markers

●
●

Ask everyone to take seats - thank them for being there
Introduce yourself, other facilitators, companies, or organizations involved
○ For each: What does your organization do and what is your role there? (ex. Counter Culture Coffee (CCC) is specialty
coffee roaster based in Durham, North Carolina. CCC currently buys coffee from Peru but not from the Chirinos
cooperative)
○ Why are you doing the workshop here?(ex. CCC approached Twin in April to discuss this project. To decide which
cooperative to test this workshop out with we created a list of ideal characteristics. Twin identified Chirinos as the best
cooperative to work with based on your organization and commitment)
○ We thank you so much for agreeing to participate.
○ Please be patient with us, as this is a dynamic process. There will be mistakes! We’ll get through it together)
Talk about the purpose of the workshop
○ Now the reason we are here...

Estimated Time: 50 minutes

Hang large
poster/paper on
the wall with the
day’s agenda
written out. As
we complete
each task, you
will cross off the
task/exercise as
a visual aid of
progress.
●

Setup

Hang another
large
poster/paper on
the wall. This will
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be used to go
over “room rules”
before beginning
the workshop
exercise.

●

●

○ We are here to think about climate change. We will learn more about climate change in a bit, but in general, climate change
means that the climate and weather patterns you are used to are not the same as before. In the short term, these changes
might be rain during the dry season or droughts. In the long term, these changes might be an increase in average
temperature or less rain per year. In order to remain strong and profitable in light of these changes, we need to think about
what we can do to adapt in the short-term and build resilient systems in the long-term that can withstand permanent climatic
changes.
○ While climate change predictions are complex and uncertain, effects are anticipated to have negative consequences on
coffee. A recent study of the global impact of climate change on coffee predicts that areas suitable for coffee will be reduced
50% from current levels by 2050.
○ In our experience, climate change affects farmers differently around the world and that, coupled with the high degree of
difference in between coffee-growing regions, calls for a solution that is community-generated and adaptable to the unique
conditions in each location.
○ Climate change affects the coffee supply chain at all levels. We see this workshop as an opportunity to begin ensuring a
profitable livelihood in coffee for farmers and to support a thriving coffee industry.
○ We believe that based on the varying environmental, social, and organizational characteristics of cooperatives around the
world, climate change adaptation plans are best developed using participatory action research (PAR) methodologies → this
is why we are asking for your participation → you know best about the impacts of climate change here in [location].
Regardless of the facts surrounding climate change, your perceptions are as equally important and we are trying to surface
both throughout this process. This is why we are doing a workshop instead of a traditional training.
○ It is vital that everyone feel comfortable to participate equally - there are are a variety of roles present for a reason - each
person has a unique perspective and ideas to contribute to this process
What is the scope of this project?
○ We would like to leave this workshop with you having identified several feasible climate change adaptation solutions. This
process will include identifying your greatest challenges due to climate change, understanding effects of those challenges,
exploring adaptation solutions, and determining the feasibility (alternative words: viability, ability) of implementing those
solutions in [location]
○ We will not conduct a planning process during this workshop. These issues and solutions are complex and it will take time
to process the extent of implementation. However, we plan to follow-up with [farm/co-op name] after the workshop, and ask
you to develop a plan about how exactly you would like to incorporate the solution. Those instructions and materials will be
provided to you a couple weeks after the workshop.
○ We are here to facilitate the process by which you identify these solutions. We are not here to tell you what to do or to fund
the solution implementation.
What are we going to do today?
○ Today’s objectives are to identify the most prevalent challenges facing the cooperative now in regards to climate change,
understand how the cooperative has handled them so far, and identify potential solutions to address negative effects.
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●

Use pre-written agenda as reference

●

●

Write down any additional ground rules

Do

○ The agenda is as follows: .... [show paper with the day’s agenda]
■ As we move through each exercise, we will cross off the task.
Before we begin, we would like for everyone to introduce themselves. [Go around room and have each person say their name, how
long they’ve been in the cooperative, and their role in the cooperative]
Ground Rules
○ We are going to lay out some ground rules. The purpose of these rules is to make sure we create an environment where
everyone feels comfortable sharing their opinions and participating in activities
○ Let’s go over ground rules: [refer to written rules you hung up pre-workshop]
■ No Disturbances: Avoid side conversations – if you are unclear about the topic being discussed or the instructions,
please ask the facilitator to clarify
■ Respect Others: Respect each other, yourselves, and the facilitator. Do not speak when someone else is
speaking. Listen actively. The facilitator will be facilitating the discussions with your assistance.
■ Participation: You are your own best resource. Most of the content of the workshop will be coming from you. Each
one of you brings a wealth of experience to this process. The workshop can only be successful if it is a two-way
process and if everyone participates fully. Give everyone a chance to contribute and encourage others to do so.
■ Agree to Disagree: During this workshop everyone must feel free to express opinions and concerns. There should
be no personal attacks on anyone.
■ Ask Questions: There are no stupid questions. If you do have a question you don’t want to ask in front of others,
ask it privately during a break. Please do not think any question you have is unimportant.
■ Give your honest feedback: At the end of the workshop, we will be asking for your feedback and asking you to fill
out an evaluation. Please keep this in mind and be honest! We can only improve with your critiques and insight.
Does anyone have any rules to add? [scribe writes as necessary]

Facilitator
●

Keep track of time

■

Scribe

●

Role

Timekeeper /
observer

Optional Exercise: Drawing Ideas
Learning Objective: Make participants feel comfortable with drawing ideas, foster creative thinking
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Product: One drawing per participant
Materials: Paper, markers/pens

●

●
●
●

Estimated Time: 15 minutes
Setup
One piece of
paper and one
writing utensil per
participant at
each seat

Say

It is very important that everyone feels comfortable participating in this workshop and that we are all able to express our ideas
In order to awaken your creativity this morning, we are going to do a short drawing exercise
You might think “I can’t draw!” but that is not true - everyone can express an idea through a drawing, regardless of whether the end
result is “beautiful”. We are not worried about beautiful drawings here, we want drawings that successfully convey an idea
Everyone has a piece of paper. On that paper, you will make 3 drawings. Start at the top and move down.
○ First, draw your favorite animal
○ Next, draw the thing we see in the sky everyday - the thing that gives us light and warmth (don’t say the word “sun”)
○ Finally, draw a coffee tree

What this exercise shows us is that:
○ Everyone can draw
○ There is no one “right” way to draw something
○ Sometimes drawing an idea is easier than writing it
As we move through the exercises in this workshop, you are free to draw or write or draw and write. Only you and your group need to
understand the posters you will present so they do not have to be “beautiful” or able to be read by people outside of this workshop.
Finally, even if only one person writes or draws for your group, please make sure that everyone’s ideas are heard.

Now, everyone hand your our paper to your neighbor
X, please tell us what Y’s favorite animal is. [continue as size of group allows].
[To the group] What did your neighbor draw for #2? [Group] “Sun” [You] Does your sun look exactly like what your neighbor drew?
No, but you could still tell is was a sun, right?
Let’s look at drawing #3. Can you tell that your neighbor’s drawing is a coffee tree even if it doesn’t look exactly the same as your
tree?

[Allow 5 minutes]
●
●
●
●

●

●
●
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Scribe

Facilitator

●

●

●

Keep track of time

Pass out materials prior to exercise

Read instructions and lead discussion

Role

Timekeeper /
observer

Exercise: Climate/Cropping Calendar

Do

Learning Objective: Participants first identify “normal” climate and agricultural patterns and then identify changes that have occured
due to changes in the climate.
Product: Climate / Cropping Calendar per group; list of challenges farmers are facing
Materials: Calendar example, calendar templates, markers/pens, tape, blank poster-sized paper for writing list of
challenges/impacts, blank poster-sized paper for writing climate and crop lists

Say

● This exercise is a climate and cropping calendar - we want to visualize agricultural cycles and climate cycles. For the purposes of
this exercise, we want you to focus on what you would consider to be the “normal” or “anticipated” patterns.
● Ultimately, we will discuss how these cycles are changing due to climate change events and we will begin developing a list of
challenges [location] is facing at the producer and cooperative level
● First, we are going to develop a list of important topics that you feel should be included on the calendar.
○ What are important crops in the region? (ex. Coffee, corn, beans)
○ What are important weather patterns that these crops depend on? That impact these crops? (ex. Rainfall, hot, cold, wind,
dry)
[Spend approximately 5 minutes on this]

Estimated Time: 45 minutes
Setup
Have print-out
example of
climate/cropping
calendar product
to provide for
each group
Have large
poster/paper
hung up for
presentations to
manage a list of
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challenges /
impacts
Poster/paper and
markers per
group to make
calendars

Role

●
●
●
●

Does anyone have any questions?
After this is done, we will ask 1 person from each group to talk about what you discussed
Please split into groups [at least 3 people per group, at least 4 groups] and sit with your group
We are going to put the crops and weather patterns we just identified onto a calendar
○ Show example calendar
■ Explain months across top, climate in one color, crops in another
Work in your group to create a calendar.
○

Please wrap up what you are drawing and begin discussing with your group members about how these cycles have changed
○ Any “one-time” events? (i.e. hurricanes, droughts, etc.)
○ Any major climatic shifts?
Indicate these changes on your calendar. Feel free to draw or write them however you like, only you need to understand what they
mean

[After 10 minutes, stop the groups]
●

●

Now, we would like 1 person from each group to please stand up and take 2-3 minutes to briefly present their calendar to us. Please
tell us what changes in climate you discussed and its impact on these crops.
We will be creating a list of challenges and off to the side while you speak

[Allow people to talk for 10 minutes]
●
●

[Take 10 minutes for this]
●
●

[Summarize what we went over and what we produced after everyone presents - look for common themes across calendars]
Now, let’s take a moment to think about some impacts in addition to what we discussed here. [Lead group discussion]
○ Have any of these changes affected your ability to have enough food?
○ Have any of these changes affected your ability to earn money from farming?
○ Have any of these changes required you to spend more or less time caring for crops? Etc.

[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

[10 minutes. Scribe adds to list of challenges]
●

Do
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Observer /
Timekeeper

Scribe

Facilitator

●
●

●
●

●
●
●

Walk around the room after instructions and make sure groups are on track
Keep track of timing - make sure we are stopping/starting group discussions/work on time

Write down list of crops and list of weather patterns. As groups present, write down challenges/impacts.
Walk around the room after instructions and make sure groups are on track

Reference the example calendar during instructions.
Walk around the room after giving instructions and make sure people are on track
Lead discussion of impacts outside of crop production

Exercise: Resilient vs Not-resilient Practices

Learning Objective: Participants discuss agricultural practices at the producer and cooperative level that make them more or less
resilient to climate change

Say

Product: Resilient to not-resilient spectrum with sticky notes indicating agricultural practices
Materials: Paper, sticky notes, pen/pencils, tape

●
●
●

In the last exercise, we talked about how the climate impacts crops. In this exercise, we will look at the same problem from a different
angle - agricultural practices and how those also impact crops, specifically coffee.
In agriculture, there are practices that make crops and livelihoods stronger and more able to withstand changes in the climate and
those that make them weaker and less able to withstand changes. [Point to each end of the spectrum as you talk]
We would like you to think of at least 2 practices (or more if you have them), write them down on a sticky note, and place them
somewhere along the spectrum. Write one practice per sticky note. If you are unsure place the sticky note up high and we can
discuss it with the group.
Does anyone have any questions?
[More resilient might be - weeding regularly, mulching, spraying with organic chemicals, application of manure]

Estimated Time: 30 minutes
Setup
Give everyone
sticky notes and
pens
Paper or tape
spectrum with
“stronger” and
“weaker” on
either end

●
●
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●

[Less resilient might be - deforestation / burning, animal grazing in coffee gardens, applying chemicals, overcultivation, pollution /
littering]

[Give people 5 minutes on this]
●
●

[Facilitator reads the sticky notes out loud; focus on ones that are similar ideas but in vastly different areas of the spectrum; focus on
ones that people are unsure about]
[Facilitator looks for practices that are common at both ends of the spectrum. Ask questions to uncover challenges]
○ Why does X practice make you weaker? Why do you do it? What need is this practice fulfilling? What is the result of doing
this practice? Why is that result good or bad?
Why does X practice make your stronger? Is that practice easy to do? Hard to do? What makes it hard?
○

[Spend 25 minutes doing this. Scribe adds to list of challenges based on what they hear during this discussion]
Does anybody want to add anything else to the list of challenges?
[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

●

Write down challenges/impacts on poster/paper in front of room as facilitator talks through points

Lead discussion

●
●

Facilitator
●

Pass out sticky notes and pens
Keep track of timing

Do

Scribe
●
●

Role

Observer /
Timekeeper

Exercise: What is climate change?

Learning Objective: Participants will learn about climate change, how it impacts coffee production, and hear about how climate
change is impacting coffee farmers through the use of a specific example
Product: N/A
Materials: Computer, projector
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Estimated Time: 25 minutes
Setup
Presentation

Say

● Up until this point, we have not told you a lot about what climate change actually is. This was on purpose. We wanted to hear and
record your thoughts about what is happening in your community before we introduced any of our own ideas. Now, we will learn a
little bit about climate change and use what we learn here to continue adding to our list from this morning.
Slide 1: Title
Slide 2: Objectives
● Define greenhouse effect, global warming, and climate change
● Discuss global impacts of climate change
● Identify impacts of climate change in Peru
Slide 3: Greenhouse Effect
● The causes of the greenhouse effect include industrial activity, agricultural practices, and deforestation have resulted increased
inputs of gases to atmosphere
● Gases - carbon dioxide, methane, water vapor
Slide 4: Greenhouse Effect
● Greenhouse effect = process in which gases are trapped
○ Earth is surrounded by thin layer of naturally occurring gases
○ Greenhouse gases hold heat from the sun closer to earth’s surface
○ Result = more heat trapped against earth’s surface
Slide 5: Global Warming
● Global warming = the result of the greenhouse effect
● Increase of the Earth’s average surface temperature due to a buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
Slide 6: Climate Change
● Long-term changes in climate, including average temperature and precipitation. Although the average surface temperature may
increase, the regional or local temperature may decrease or remain constant.
Slide 7: Impacts around the world
●
Melting glaciers
●
Melting permafrost
●
Sea level rise
●
Plant and animal range shifts
●
Changes in precipitation patterns
●
More droughts and heat waves
●
Cyclone intensity and frequency increased
Slide 8: Impacts to agriculture
●
Soil processes
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○
Soil water deficits - temperature increasing pulling water from soil; extended droughts
○
Erosion - intense precipitation effects washing soil away
●
Crops
○
Ranges will move up
○
Temperature = faster, shorter, earlier growing seasons
○
Drought / heat waves
●
Weeds, pests & diseases
○
Increase in pest abundance
○
Herbicide / pesticide resistance
○
Faster disease transmission
Slide 9: Climate Change in Peru [This slide will change based on workshop location]
●
Peru is one of most vulnerable countries to climate change → expecting greatest temperature rises in the future
○
Incredibly biodiverse but fragile and people are reliant on natural resources/agriculture = vulnerable
●
Peru has lost approx. 40% of tropical glaciers → water shortages for drinking water and agriculture → Loss of tropical glaciers - 99%
of the world’s tropical glaciers are in South America and 71% of those are found in Peru. Glaciers release water into rivers which
provide drinking water and water for agriculture, hydroelectricity and industry such as agro-exports and mining.
●
There is an estimated increase of 2C and 20% rainfall by 2050 (33 years)
○
Since January 1, 2017 Peru has experienced up to 10 times more rain than normal
●
Increase in extreme rainfall (i.e. floods, landslides) - highly vulnerable to El Nino
●
Increase in droughts
●
Climate change also linked to increasing risk of infectious disease: dengue, malaria, and diarrhea
Slide 10: Project Phase I
● Now, we will take a look at an example of how climate change is impacting coffee farmers
● CCC and Duke University conducted a study in 2015 about climate change and coffee in Latin America - cooperatives in Colombia,
Guatemala and Peru
● For the purposes of this presentation and workshop, we are going to focus on the Peruvian cooperative
● Research questions: [you can simplify these if necessary]
○
What challenges does climate change present to smallholder coffee producers in each country, both in terms of impacts to
the quality and reliability of coffee production, but also how is it affecting the ability of these farmers to maintain their current
livelihood strategies?
○
What approaches are the producers or organizations that support them currently attempting to adapt/increase resilience to
climate change and which of these seem most effective?
○
In what ways do the environmental, political and economic conditions determine the types of approaches can be
implemented effectively?
Slide 11: Project Background
●
Peruvian cooperative - Cenfrocafe in Cajamarca region of Northern Peru - 2,500 members
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●
Coffee grown: Caturra, Bourbon, Pache, Typica, Catimor, Mundo Nova, Castillo and Catuai
●
Students interviewed key actors and conducted household surveys with cooperative members on perceptions of climate change
Slide 12: Project Background
●
All households in Peru reported that the majority of household income was from coffee cultivation
●
However...other sources of income:
○
Seasonal work
○
Livestock
○
Vegetables
○
Chickens
○
Guinea pigs
○
Other
Slide 13: Project Results
● Cooperative members are experiencing
○ Changes in precipitation
■ Too much rain, harder rain, not enough rain
■ Effects on drying capabilities and uneven maturation of cherry
○ Changes in temperature
■ Temperature gradient shifting upward in mountainous regions
■ Quicker temperature swings / unpredictable
■ Farmers at lower elevations are unable to cultivate coffee as they were before; unpredictable temperature, unable
to maintain soil moisture
○ Changes in seasons
■ rainy season used to begin in December and last until June/July → but is now extending and this affects the
harvest - leads to an uneven maturation of fruit- increases need for labor intensive hand-picked harvesting = more
labor costs for contracted workers
○ Changes in pests & diseases
■ Increase in roya - changes in precip and temp may be creating ideal habitat for roya
■ Increase in broca
■ Roya effects quantity and quality of coffee
○ Other climatic changes
■ River and stream volume
■ Decreased cloud cover
■ Stronger winds
Slide 14: Project Results
● Producers identified several additional impacts to livelihoods due to climate change:
○ Firewood for cooking was too wet to ignite
○ Increased droughts reduced pasture zones and distressed livestock
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●

Write down any additional challenges identified by participants

Lead presentation

Do

Now following the presentation, is there anything you would like to add to the running list of challenges/impacts you are seeing here
in [location] as a result of climate change?

○ Increased human health issues and disease
Slide 15: As buyers..
● [Speak to the changes and challenges you are seeing, based on your role in the supply chain]
Slide 16: Questions?
●

Facilitator
●
Keep track of timing

[Cross off exercise from agenda]

Scribe
●

Role

Observer /
Timekeeper

Exercise: Prioritizing Challenges

Say

Learning Objective: Participants vote on the challenges that they feel are most prevalent
Product: List of 4-6 challenges
Materials: Paper, markers, dot stickers

●
●
●

We developed a list during lunch based on the notes we’ve taken throughout the first couple of exercises. This is a list of
challenges/impacts that you’ve identified as concerning.
[Read through the list]
Is there anything else that seems important to include that we may have missed?

Estimated Time: 30 minutes
Setup
Give everyone
dot stickers
Poster/paper at
front of the room
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with list of
challenges

●
●

We are going to vote on which challenges you feel are most prevalent in [location] and want to focus on for the rest of the workshop.
We will narrow our list down to X [one challenge per group, so 4-6] challenges.
Everyone should have 5 dots. One dot equals one vote. So to vote on a challenge that you feel is most important, you would put a
dot next to it. Votes can be “weighted”- you can put more than 1 sticker on a challenge that you feel is most important, but you only
have 5.
[Note: this might take a couple rounds of voting]
[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

●

Write down any additional challenges/impacts on poster/paper prior to voting. Mark final list of challenges after voting.

Read instructions

●
●

Facilitator
●
Pass out dots
Keep track of timing

Do

Scribe
●
●

Role

Observer /
Timekeeper

Exercise: Problem Tree - Causes and Effects

Say

Learning Objective: Participants identify the root causes of problems and the resulting effects
Product: A problem tree with causes and effects written down
Materials: Paper, pens/pencils, problem tree example

●
●

Now that we’ve narrowed down our list of challenges, we are going to split up into new groups [how many groups will depend on how
many challenges].
Each group is going to take a different challenge. Using the tree template we passed out, we are going to be identifying the root
causes of each problem. A cause is the reason something happens. For example, if you get sick - what made you sick? The causes

Estimated Time: 60 minutes
Setup
Give everyone
pre-drawn trees
and pens
Give groups print
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out example of
problem trees
●
●

of your sickness could be not wearing enough clothing when it was cold outside, being around a sick relative, not getting enough
sleep, etc.
[Reference the problem tree example]
Just like this example - which was completed in Rwanda, Africa, you will write your problem down on the trunk of the tree. The roots
will represent the causes of that problem. Write as many causes as you can think of.

The causes travel up the tree and become things we can see/hear/smell, etc. These are called effects. Please write the effects
around the truck of the tree[reference the problem tree example]. Remember that these effects can be outside of agriculture. For
example, social conflicts and problems in the communities/amongst members, environmental changes, inability to access external
resources, policies, politics and economic problems at the municipal, state or national levels, etc.
For right now, we will not be addressing the branches of the tree. That will come next.
After about 15 minutes, we will ask for one person from each group to stand up and present what they came up with

[Let participants work for 15 minutes]
●

●
●
[Let participants work for 15 minutes]
●

Now if one person from each group could come to the front of the room to present what they found. Please take about 3 minutes to
do this. After each group presents, we will ask if anybody else has ideas to add.
[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

●
●
●

Walk around the room during group break-outs to guide the process

Lead discussion
Reference the problem tree example
Walk around the room during group break-outs to guide the process

●

Facilitator

●

Pass out materials
Keep track of timing
Walk around the room during group break-outs to guide the process

Do

Scribe

●
●
●

Role

Observer /
Timekeeper

Exercise: Problem Tree - Solutions
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Say

Learning Objective: Participants identify solutions to the problems they just worked with
Product: A problem tree with solutions as branches
Materials: Paper, pens/pencils, problem tree example

●
●
●

●
●

●

[Let participants work for approximately 25/30 minutes]

Now we are doing to split back into the same groups as before and start identifying solutions to the problems we just discussed
[reference the example problem tree]
A solution is an idea for solving a problem.
Think creatively - these can be solutions that were once tried and didn’t work; these can be solutions that are currently in
development; these can be solutions that were implemented on a smaller scale and have the potential to be expanded. The solutions
do not have to relate directly to growing coffee.
We will narrow down solutions later. For now, please think of as many solutions as you can.
After about 25 minutes, we will ask for one person from each group to stand up and present what they came up with

Estimated Time: 60 minutes
Setup
Give everyone
their problem
trees back
Give groups print
out example of
problem trees
Poster/paper in
the front of the
room to write
down solution
ideas

Now if one person from each group could come to the front of the room to present what they found. Please take about 3 minutes to
do this. After each group presents, we will ask if anybody else has ideas to add.
[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

Lead discussion
Reference the problem tree example handout
Walk around the room during group break-outs to guide the process

●

●
●
●

Walk around the room during group break-outs to guide the process

Do

Facilitator

●

Role

Scribe
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Observer /
Timekeeper

●
●

Say

Keep track of timing
Walk around the room during group break-outs to guide the process

Exercise: Day 1 Wrap-up
Learning Objective: Summarize day’s work
Product: N/A
Materials: N/A
Estimated Time: 20 minutes
Setup
●

Lead discussion

N/A
●
●
●

●

N/A

Do

Thank you so much for participating today. We covered a lot of material and we appreciate your work and patience. Today we looked
at the effects of climate change, what kinds of problems this has created for you, identified top priority problems, looked at causes
and effects of those problems and identified potential solutions.
Tomorrow we will be exploring the feasibility [viability]of some of these solutions and deciding which solutions are a good fit for
[location]
Tonight, we would like you to continue thinking about other solutions that might work → talk to neighbors, family, etc. and see what
ideas they might have.
We will also have one person from each group stand up tomorrow morning and briefly discuss today’s problem tree exercise and see
if there’s anything anyone would like to add.
[Address any logistical issues/questions for that evening and next morning]
[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

Facilitator

●

Keep track of timing

●
●

Scribe

●

Role

Observer /
Timekeeper
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Exercise: Day 2 Introduction
Learning Objective: Review yesterday’s results and discuss the day’s agenda
Product: N/A
Materials: N/A

Say

Good morning and welcome!
Yesterday we looked at the effects of climate change, what kinds of problems this has created for [location], identified top priority
problems, looked at causes and effects of those problems and identified potential solutions.
Today, we’re going to explore the resources that are necessary for some of these solutions, identify the most attractive solutions for
[location], think about the feasibility of solution implementation, and prioritize solutions moving forward
[Go over the agenda]
First, we would like a representative from each group to come to the front of the room and briefly discuss the root causes, effects,
and potential solutions on their tree to get us thinking about these challenges again.. Please keep your summary to about 2-3
minutes.
[At the end of each presentation, ask if anyone came up with a solution to add]

●

Add any additional solutions to the running list

Lead introduction

●
●

●

●

[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

Facilitator

●

Keep track of timing

Do

●

●
●

Estimated Time: 45 minutes
Setup
Give everyone
their problem
trees back
Poster/paper at
front of the room
with solutions
Poster/paper at
front of room with
the agenda

Scribe

●

Role

Observer /
Timekeeper
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Exercise: Five Resources Framework

Learning Objective: Participants will be introduced to other potential solutions and start to understand the concept of feasibility
Product: Completed resource matrix needed to ID assets for [location]

Say

Materials: Computer, projector, blank poster-sized resource matrix to ID assets, marker, tape
Estimated Time: 45 minutes
Setup
Presentation

Slide 1: Title
Slide 2: Objectives
● Today, we’re going to focus on narrowing down the solutions we have based on feasibility. Feasibility means how possible
something is. For example, say you want to have chicken for dinner tonight. How feasible this is depends on your access to
resources:
○ Very feasible: You own chickens and you have one ready for slaughter
○ Pretty feasible: You don’t own chickens, but your neighbor does and they’re willing to sell you one
○ Somewhat feasible: Neither you or your neighbors have a chicken, but you might be able to convince your friend to drive
you into town to purchase a chicken
○ Not feasible: Neither you nor your neighbors have a chicken and you don’t have any friends with a vehicle.
● In this workshop, we will determine the feasibility of solutions by comparing what resources [location] has to the resources needed to
implement each solution
Slide 3: Recommendations from project 1
● Based on the climate change impacts and challenges faced by the cooperative members in Colombia, Guatemala, and Peru, (from
the presentation yesterday) students developed a list 17 recommended adaptation solutions to maintain livelihood strategies and
remain profitable in coffee. These are solutions that are being implemented in other areas of the world already.
● Read list
Slide 4: Continued
Slide 5: Question for group
● Are there any solutions in here that seem attractive and would fit one of our problem trees?
● [Scribe adds solutions to trees as needed]
Slide 6: 2016 Nicholas School Project
● In 2016 Nicholas School students conducted a research study as a continuation of the 2015 project in Guatemala (CODECH) and
Peru (CenfroCafe)
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● Research questions:
○ Do these smallholder coffee cooperatives and/or their producers have, or could they get the capital necessary to implement
the selected adaptation strategies to increase resiliency to climate change?
○ Do the producers themselves perceive these to be a viable and attractive strategies?
○ Who would need to be involved in implementation of these strategies at all levels?
Slide 7: Types of resources
● To look at feasibility of each solutions, students looked at the different types of resources. Resources were categorized into 5
sections: financial, human, natural, physical and social
○ Financial = Availability / access to credit, Income or remittances, Household finances & savings
○ Human = Education & employment, Experience & skills
○ Natural = Land, tenure & access rights, Natural resource base, Climatic conditions
○ Physical = Home & household structures, Roads & transportation, Support facilities & infrastructure
○ Social = networks, community organizations, cultural norms
Slide 8: Question for group
● What kinds of resources does [location] have?
● [facilitator leads group discussion to fill in a blank resource matrix to ID assets for [location]. Keep on wall for reference in next
activities]
Slide 9: Project continued
● Now, we will look at some examples of how to apply this 5 resource framework.
● Between the two cooperatives, 5 different adaptation strategies were pursued
● Refer to slide for these strategies
Slide 10: Guatemala
● As an attractive and feasible solution Guatemala chose Income Diversification
● They determined that the resources needed for this were (refer to graphic):
○ Financial - medium high amounts
●
Access to markets
●
Financial support for technicians
●
Financing to purchase seeds and necessary pesticides / herbicides
● Human - medium low amounts
●
Producers to know how to grow additional crops
●
Need technicians to improve capacity
● Natural - medium high amounts
●
Land
●
Water
●
Soil composition
● Physical - high amounts
●
Adequate road and refrigerated trucks
●
Proper storage conditions
● Social - medium high amounts
●
Access to local markets and markets for export
●
Farmers need to be willing to change
[Refer to graphic to discuss what Guatemala actually has - medium low everything]. This was not a very feasible solution for the
Guatemalan cooperative.
●
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Role

Attractive and feasible solutions differ based on:
○
Country
○
Geographic region
○
Cooperative capacity
○
Available resources
○
Access to additional resources
○
Individual skills and experiences
It’s also important to note that resources can be found on the individual level, on the cooperative level and outside of [location].
Considering the types of resources available in [location], think about which solutions are most attractive and feasible to implement
[Cross off exercise from agenda]

Slide 11: Guatemala & Peru - Solar Dryers
● Both countries chose solar dryers as an attractive option
● They determined that the resources needed for this were (refer to graphic):
○ Financial - medium high
●
Money to cover cost of each solar dryer (materials + transportation + labor & construction)
● Human - high
●
People to manage selling & purchasing of dryers
●
People to determine appropriate model to use
●
People to train farmers how to use and maintain them
● Natural - medium high
●
Land and open space
●
Wood for base structure of dryer
● Physical - high
●
Durable materials for solar dryer
● Social - medium high
●
Property rights or ability to build on on the land
● [Refer to graphic to explain how much of each resource Peru and Guatemala has]
● Considered very feasible in Peru based on resources already available in addition to producer familiarity with solar dryers
● Considered less feasible in Guatemala based on land availability and less familiarity with solar dryers
● Even though solar dryers were identified as very feasible in Peru, the cooperative still needed additional information before
implementing the project: differences in models; access to loans/money; land availability; access to proper training; climatic
conditions need to be appropriate. This is the step that will happen after this workshop.
● IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE - this is one way to visualize this framework. We will be doing something similar, but not exactly the
same.
Slide 12: One additional important consideration that’s not in five resource framework: Time
● Some solutions take a long time to implement (ex. Planting with new coffee varieties)
● Some solutions “pay off” faster than others
● Some solutions have a long-lasting impact while others a short-term impact
● Please keep this idea in mind as we explore solutions today
Slide 13:
●

●
●
●

Do
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Observer /
Timekeeper

Scribe

Facilitator

●

●

●

Keep track of timing

Adds solutions to trees as needed

Lead presentation

Exercise: Resource Matrix to ID Needs

Learning Objective: Participants understand and apply understanding of framework for 5 categories of resources to identify needs
Product: Resource matrix to ID needs for a community activity

Say

Materials: Sample resource matrix to ID needs, blank resource matrix to ID needs

●

●
●
●

[Fill out as a group, 20 minutes]
[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

Do

We’re going to take a step away from climate change momentarily to try and really understand this framework for the 5 different
types of resources. We used this framework in the last activity to help us think about what we have. Now we’re going to use it to help
us think about what we need using a community event as an example.
[Refer to resource matrix to ID needs that is already filled out]
○ First, let’s look at an example [go through example]
Now, we’ll fill out a matrix together
Imagine that you are planning a large community gathering for a holiday (ex. A patron saint). We want to identify the types of
resources you would need to make this gathering happen.

Estimated Time: 40 minutes
Setup
Print-out with
matrix for groups
Poster/paper at
the front of the
room with matrix

Role
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Observer /
Timekeeper

Scribe

Facilitator

●

●

●
●

Keep track of timing

Write examples into large matrix during group discussion

Lead discussion
Refer to matrix print-out

Exercise: Narrow Down Solutions
Learning Objective: Problem tree groups narrow down their solutions choices with resource framework in mind
Product: 2-3 solutions per tree identified as more feasible

We have just practiced using the five-resource framework to identify both what we have and what we need

Say

Materials: Problem trees, paper, pens/pencils, completed resource matrix to ID assets

●

Do you want to add any more resources that [location] has to this framework?

[refer to completed resource matrix needed to ID assets for [location] that should still be visible]

●

Estimated Time: 30 minutes
Setup
Problem trees
Blank matrix
papers

Now, using this list as a guide, we are going to narrow down the potential solutions from our problem trees. After we narrow down
solutions, we will do an activity to think about what is needed for each solution
Please get back into your problem tree groups
Thinking about what [location] has and what might be needed for each of your solutions, choose two or three solutions from your
problem tree that you think are the most feasible. You can refer to the definition for the five types of resources to help you think about
potential needs
In 10 minutes, we will have each group say what their two or three chosen adaptation solutions are and we will compile a list of these
solutions to vote on

[add assets to existing matrix as needed]
●
●
●
●
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[Allow 10 minutes for this process]
Now if one person from each group could stand and tell us your top 2-3 solutions... [write list on poster
We will vote on which solutions are most attractive and feasible after lunch to identify the top solutions
[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

●
●
●

Write final solutions down after group decisions
Walk around the room during group break-outs to guide the process

Lead discussion
Refer to matrix print-out
Walk around the room during group break-outs to guide the process

●
●
●

Facilitator

●
●

Pass out paper and pens/pencils
Keep track of timing
Walk around the room during group break-outs to guide the process

Do

Scribe

●
●
●

Role

Observer /
Timekeeper

Exercise: Vote on solutions

We are now going to conduct a similar voting process as we did yesterday with challenges

Say

Learning Objective: Participants vote on which solutions are overall most attractive and feasible
Product: 4-6 overall solutions considered attractive and feasible
Materials: Poster/paper, dot stickers

●

Estimated Time: 30 minutes
Setup
Poster/paper at
front of the room
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with solutions
written out

●
●

●
Count votes/tallying
Write final list of solutions

Lead discussion

Do

We are going to vote on which solutions we want to focus on and develop a final set of solutions. Likely somewhere between 4-6
solutions.
Everyone should have 5 dots. One dot equals one vote. So to vote on a solution that you feel is most important, you would put a dot
next to it. Votes can be “weighted” you can put more than 1 sticker on a solution that you feel is most important, but you only have 5.
Please keep the concepts of feasibility and time in mind
[Note: this might take a couple rounds of voting]
[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

Facilitator
●
●
Pass out dots
Keep track of timing

●
●
●

Scribe

●
●

Role

Observer /
Timekeeper

Exercise: Solution Feasibility

Learning Objective: Participants identify what resources are needed for each solution, whether or not [location] has access to it, and
how hard it might be to gain access to it.

Product: Comprehensive list of resources that is required for each solution, matrix of what resources [location] has vs. needs with
indication of how difficult it may be to acquire needed resources

Say

Materials: Poster/paper, pens/pencil, Resource Matrix to ID Assets, highlighters
Estimated Time: 60 minutes
Setup
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Poster/paper at
front of the room
with solutions
written out
Print out
have/don’t have
matrix
Display the
matrices from
“narrowing down
solutions” around
the room as
reference

Role
Facilitator

●
●

[Break everyone up into groups and assign one solution to each group]
Now we would like you to brainstorm in each group what resources are necessary for your assigned solution. Think about the 5
different types of resources. Please make a list at the top of your handout. Try to be as comprehensive as possible.

[Allow 15 minutes]
●

●

After that, we want you to use that list and fill in the matrix below. When putting the resources into the matrix, you will need to classify
them into ones you currently have and ones you do not currently have. Please put everything you listed on the top of the page into
the matrix.
Use our list of what [location] has to help you think about what you have and don’t have [point to completed resource matrix needed
to ID assets]. Our list of resources is probably not complete. Use it to guide you, but if you have a need and you think [location] has
the resources for it, you can place it in the “have” box even if it’s not specifically on our list

[Allow 10 minutes]
●

With the resources you don’t have, we want you to highlight them in:
○ Green - if you think they will be easy to acquire within one year
○ Orange - if you think they will be somewhat difficult to acquire within one year
○ Red - if you think they will be very difficult to acquire within one year

Do

Finally, we’re going to think about the element of time. Please discuss with your group and be prepared to present:
○ Thinking about what you highlighted, how long do you think it will take to put this solution in place?
○ How long will it take to get results from the solution?
○ Is this a long-term or short-term solution?
Have each group representative present their findings after the break (approximately 5 minutes per person)

[Allow groups to work for 5 minutes]
●

●

Lead discussion

[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

[Allow 30 minutes for presentations]
●

●
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Observer /
Timekeeper

Scribe
●
●
●

●

●
●

Pass out materials
Keep track of timing
Walk around the room during group break-outs to guide the process

Walk around the room during group break-outs to guide the process

Walk around the room during group break-outs to guide the process
Have representatives hang their matrix up while/after presenting

Exercise: Feasibility vs. Impact Graph

Say

Learning Objective: Participants determine what level of impact and difficulty each solutions presents
Product: Graph with solutions - potentially priority solutions
Materials: Poster/paper, sticky notes, matrices from prior exercise

●

●
●
●

For each solution, think about what resources it would take to implement, whether [location] has those resources or needs to find
them, and how long it will take to implement and provide benefit.
Based on the determinations you made in the last exercise, how feasible do you think X solution is?
○ Continue with all solutions
○ How feasible is each one? Think resources, time, effort, etc.
○ Then do a similar process with impact
○ What kind of impact does each one have over the long-term?
Work to place each solution on the graph - does everyone generally agree with the placement?

This graph indicates the relationship between feasibility and impact. Remember that feasibility means how possible something
is—think of our chicken for dinner example. Impact is the level of the outcome of a project. How much change does it create? Some
of these solutions may have high feasibility but low impact. Others might be more difficult to do, but their impact will be much higher.
We are going to put each of our solutions onto this graph based on their feasibility and their impact.

Estimated Time: 30 minutes
Setup
Poster/paper at
front of the room
with large graph
with graph drawn
out
Each solution
written out on a
sticky note

●
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Role
Facilitator

Scribe
Observer /
Timekeeper

N/A

Identify which solutions they should prioritize at least 1, but only up to 3 at a maximum
[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

Lead discussion
Move the sticky notes - interaction should be directly between the facilitator and participants

●
●

●
●

Keep track of timing

Do

●

Exercise: Conclusion and evaluation

Say

Learning Objective: Workshop summary/wrap-up, give feedback to facilitators
Product: Evaluations
Materials: Evaluations, pen/pencil

●
●
●

Does anyone have any additional thoughts or comments?
We strongly encourage further discussion and communication across all cooperative roles - please feel comfortable engaging with

Over the past two days we’ve discussed impacts of climate change and explored solutions to adapt to negative impacts
Thank you so much for your participation...etc.
These issues and solutions are complex and it will take time to process the extent of implementation. However, we will follow-up with
you after the workshop, and ask [location] leadership to develop a plan about how exactly these solutions could be incorporated over
the next few years.
Leaving here today, think about how you can implement some of the previously identified solutions on a personal level - how can you
make small changes at the producer level? At the management level?

Estimated Time: 60 minutes
Setup
Printouts of the
evaluation

●
●
●
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Role
Facilitator
Scribe
Observer /
Timekeeper

N/A

management and vice versa

Now, we would like to hear your thoughts about the workshop. We want this workshop to be better every time that we do it and we
need your help to make these improvements.

Do

●

Lead discussion

[What you do here will depend on the type of evaluation you want to do]
[Cross-off exercise on agenda]

●

Keep track of timing
Pass out evaluations

●
●

●
●
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9 | FEA SIBILIT Y PRESENTATION EXAMPLE_ENG

Climate Change
Adaptation Solutions

Objectives
1.

Discuss recommendations from prior case study

2.

Discuss solutions chosen by cooperatives

3.

Discuss feasibility determinations
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Project Recommendations
17 recommendations / mitigation solutions to maintain livelihood strategies and
remain profitable in coffee:
1.

Monitoring pests and diseases and how those impact different varieties

2.

Local-level resource maps

3.

Cooperative-level data management of resources

4.

Further research on pest-resistant varieties of coffee

5.

Coffee preparation training for producers

Project Recommendations
6. Funding solar dryers

13. Cooperative partnerships

7. Local tree nurseries

14. Income diversification through value
added products

8. Farmer-to-farmer training programs
9. Branding and marketing training
10. Water collection systems
11. Rainforest alliance
12. Partnering with non-governmental
organizations

15. Establish cooperative coffee seed
banks
16. Cooperative leader conference
17. Establish or continue supporting
programs for women and youth
18. Variety trials
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...

Were any of these solutions attractive?
Add them to the tree!

Project - Phase II
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Project - Continued
Financial

Human

Natural

Physical

Social

...

What kinds of capital does Chirinos have?
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Project - Continued

Guatemala

Peru

Crop & income diversification

Seed banks & nurseries

Solar Dryers

Solar Dryers

Water collection systems

Pest monitoring & management
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Time

http://www.druckerinstitute.com/monday/time-management/
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Important Takeaways
●

Attractive and feasible solutions differ based on:
○ Country
○ Geographic region
○ Cooperative capacity
○ Available resources
○ Access to additional resources
○ Individual skills and experiences

●

Considering the types of capital available in Chirinos, think about which
solutions are most attractive and feasible to implement

Questions?
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10 | FEASIBILIT Y PRESENTATION EXAMPLE_SP

Cambio Climático:
Soluciones de
Adaptación

Objetivos
1.

Discutir las recomendaciones de partes 1+2 de
nuestro investigación

2.

Discutir las soluciones seleccionado por las
cooperativas

3.

Discutir la viabilidad de las soluciones
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Resultados del investigación
al fin de parte 1
18 recomendaciones /soluciones para adaptar al cambio climático:
1.

Supervisión de plagas y enfermedades y comó afectan las variedades
diferentes

2.

Mapas de recursos locales

3.

Manejo de dato al nivel de la cooperativa

4.

Investigaciones adicionales sobre variedades de café con resistencia de plagas

5.

Capacitaciones en sobre comó preparar café para bebir

Resultados del investigación
al fin de parte 1
6. Secadores solares

13. Trabajando con otras cooperativas

7. Viveros de árboles nativos

14. Diversificación de ingresos

8. Caficultor-a-caficultor programas de
capcacitación

15. Crear bancos de semillas de café

9. Capacitación para marketing y
comercialización
10. Sistemas de captación de agua
11. Explorar programas de certificación

16. Conferencia de líderes cooperativas
17. Crear o continuar apoyando
programas para mujeres y jóvenes
18. Probando de variedades de café a la
cooperativa

12. Trabajando con ONGs
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...

¿Cualquier de estas soluciones son atractivas?
Pueden agregar a sus arboles

Proyecto - Parte 2
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Proyecto – Parte 2
Financiero

Humano

Natural

Físico

Social

...

¿Qué tipos de recursos tienen Finca Nueva Armenia?
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Proyecto – Parte 2

Guatemala

Peru

Diversificación de cultivos & ingreso

Bancos de semillas de café
& viveros de árboles nativos

Secadores solares

Secadores solares

Sistemas de captación de agua

Supervisión de plagas y enfermedades
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Tiempo

http://www.druckerinstitute.com/monday/time-management/
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Aspectos Importantes
●

Es posible que una solución podría attractiva pero no viable

●

Soluciones attractivas y viable son differentes basado en:
○ País
○ En el clima específico de la región
○ Capacidad de la cooperativa
○ Recursos disponibles
○ Acceso a recursos adicionales
○ Habilidades y experiencias de individuales

●

Considerando los tipos recursos disponibles en La Democracia, piensen
sobre que soluciones son attractivas y viables aquí

¿Preguntas?
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11 | LIST OF RESOURCES
To learn more:

Research Organizations
1. CIAT/CGIAR, SCA resource library, COSA, SD Platform, Google scholar, Kew Gardens, WCR,
CIFOR, Conservation International, Climate Institute, Rainforest Alliance, Utz - also
GCP sustainability catalogue
2. Fairtrade resource (includes additional links)

Specific Research
1. National Resource Institute at University of Greenwich report on Coffee and Climate Change
2. CIAT
> Climate-Smart Agriculture (CSA) country profiles
> Climate risk in Kenya
> Impacts of climate change on coffee in Uganda
> YouTube CIAT video on Climate Smart Agriculture for Coffee
3. The Nature Conservancy
> climatewizard.org
4. Kew Gardens research on Ethiopia. Also
5. BBC article
6. TWIN research on coffee and climate change
7. Coffee and climate toolbox – a compilation of methodologies, guidelines and training 			
materials, with case studies

Coffee news
1. Daily Coffee News
2. Catholic Relief Services Blog

Case studies on solutions
1. Coffee & climate toolbox
2. CIAT’s Climate-smart agriculture implementer

Technical advice
1. Technoserve
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SCA papers, talks
1. https://sca.coffee/

Helpful Graphics and Pictures
1. Coffee fact sheet in Spanish and English
2. Coffee farming in changing climate infographic

Needs assessments
1. Description
2. How to conduct a needs assessment survey

Funding
1. National coffee associations
2. Social lenders (Root Capital, Oiko Credit, Kivo, CSAF)
3. Foundations
4. Other coffee-related businesses and organizations working in the workshop region
> Ex. Importers, exporters, fellow buyers, nonprofits, governmental organizations
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12 | LIST OF WORKSHOP SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS
This list of materials is by no means comprehensive. It merely contains the bare minimum of what
is necessary to conduct workshop activities as described. Additional supplies and materials can
be included based on the activities facilitators plan to conduct, and what resources they may have
access to at the workshop location. It is important to take note of what must be printed or drawn out
prior to traveling to the workshop location, and what can be bought at the destination. Overall, it is
better to err on the side of caution and bring along as many of these materials as possible, given the
variability in material supply in rural areas.
• Paper
> Poster paper
> Blank paper
• Markers, variety of colors
• pen/pencils
• Tape that will adhere to a wall and support a poster-sized piece of paper
• Activity examples (already completed to use as a reference)
> Climate/cropping calendar
> Problem Tree
> Resource Matrix
• Activity templates
> Poster-sized
Climate/cropping calendar
Problem Tree
Resource matrix
> Letter-sized
Resource matrix
Solution feasibility matrix
• Reference posters
> Definitions
> Five Resource framework
• Computer
• Projector
• sticky notes
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• dot stickers
• Evaluation materials
• Highlighters
• Camera
• Printed facilitator documents
> Facilitator guide in both English and local language
> Workshop outline
> Logistical details (lodging, cooperative address, community contacts)
• Name tags
• Device charging chords
• Power converters
• Camera tripod if using
• Facilitator Guide
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13 | LOGISTICAL COORDINATION DOC EXAMPLE
Sample first communication from facilitator to participating organization
We are contacting you to ask about your interest in participating in a climate change adaptation workshop.
We recognize that changing weather patterns are disrupting coffee production, threatening both the supply of
coffee and the livelihoods of coffee farmers. We also know that these impacts are different in different places.
This workshop is based on the idea that farmers (and workers) have the most knowledge about how climate
change is impacting them and what resources they have available to implement adaptation solutions. The
2-day process consists of a series of exercises and presentations that lead participants through: 1) identifying
and prioritizing climate change impacts, 2) brainstorming adaptation solutions, and 3) exploring the viability
of those solutions. The outcome of the workshop is a ranking of the most viable and most impactful adaptation
strategies, specific to the place and organization where the workshop is held. The most impactful and viable
strategies might be something a farm is already doing or testing, the workshop just gives them a framework to
think through adaptation in a structured way.
[Explain your anticipated role in the workshop. Will you or someone from your organization be facilitating?
If not, who will?]

Workshop Description for Participants
Counter Culture Coffee (CCC) is specialty coffee roaster based in Durham, North Carolina. They
currently buy coffee from Peru but not from the Chirinos cooperative. CCC and Twin Trading are
conducting a participatory climate change adaptation workshop at the Chirinos cooperative. This will
be the first time the workshop is conducted, and Chirinos was selected as the ideal cooperative to
test it at!
Through this workshop, CCC and Twin hope to better understand the unique climate change
challenges facing coffee producers at Chirinos and help the cooperative identify feasible adaptation
strategies. CCC and Twin expect that with active participation from Chirinos members, the results
will be tailored to the specific social and environmental conditions, and organizational structure at
your cooperative. CCC and Twin plan to use what they learn with Chirinos to make this workshop a
tool that’s available to everyone in the coffee industry.
Climate change affects the coffee supply chain at all levels. We see this workshop as an opportunity to
begin ensuring a stable livelihood in coffee for farmers and to support a thriving coffee industry.
Throughout the workshop, we will provide:
• Reimbursement for transportation (to and from the workshop)
• Reimbursement for lodging (if overnight stay is necessary)
• Breakfast, lunch, and snacks
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Organizational Details
We plan to conduct a 2 ½ day workshop:
• July 25: 8:30am - 12:30pm
• July 26: 8:30am - 4:30pm
• July 27: 8:30am - 4:30pm
• We would like to meet with the manager, head technical advisor, 2-3 board members, and 		
1-2 additional staff members on the 25th. We plan to gather additional information about the 		
cooperative during this time.
> No more than 6 participants for this day, please
• Selecting remaining participants - we would like there to be a representative sample of the 		
cooperative members including roles at the farmer level through upper-level management
> Approximately 25 participants
		

- 2-3 should be technical staff

		

- 17-18 should be cooperative members

		

- Note: 5-6 will be participants selected for July 25th (see above)

> At least 1/5 of participants should be women (20%) - it’s okay if there’s more
> Range of ages, if possible
• We expect that everyone, including participants from the 25th, will participate the other
two days
• We would like to organize coffee, tea, snacks, and meals for participants throughout the 		
workshop. Is there a cafe/restaurant close to or at the cooperative that we could use
for catering?
• We need a space to conduct the workshop - this space should comfortably fit all participants 		
and facilitators and have seating for everyone.
• We plan to arrive in Chirinos by July 22nd - we would like to organize a site visit/tour on the 		
July 24th to familiarize ourselves with the cooperative, if possible
• Will we have access to an electrical outlet (for presentations) in the space we are using to 		
conduct the workshop?
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Additional Information
• Can you provide us any information about the structure of the cooperative?
• Can you provide us any information about the history of the cooperative?
• Can you provide us any information about ongoing or previously attempted sustainability 		
projects at the cooperative?
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14 | RESOURCE MATRIX TO ID AS SETS TEMPLATE_ENG

Financial

Natural

Physical

Social

Human

Individual

Cooperative

External
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15 | RESOURCE MATRIX TO ID AS SETS TEMPLATE_SP

Financiero

Natural

Fisico

Social

Humano

Individual

Cooperativa

Externo
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16 | RESOURCE MATRIX TO ID NEEDS EXAMPLE

Event: Build a community garden to grow crops for sale
Financial

Natural

Physical

Social

Human

- Money for
plants/seeds

- Land to build garden
on

- Barriers to protect
plants from pests

- Agreement on who
does the work

- People to plant

- Money for
fertilizers/herbicides/pes
ticides

- Soil

-Garden supplies
(shovels, hoes,
irrigation equipment)

- Agreement on use of
profits

- Rain and/or a source
of water

- Money for garden
tools

- Enough sunlight

- Access to a market in
order to sell crops

- Favorable
temperatures

- Maybe credit to buy all
start-up supplies

- Garden borders/beds
- Vehicles to transport
crop to market
- Roads to transport
crops to market
- Market stall

-Agreement on how
new community
members can become
part of the garden

- People to water, weed
- People to harvest
-People to sell the
harvested crops
-Spare time away from
familial and vocational
obligations
- Someone who knows
how to grow different
types of vegetables
- Someone to
coordinate what to plant
where
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17 | RESOURCE MATRIX TO ID NEEDS TEMPLATE_ENG

Event:
Financial

Natural

Physical

Social

Human
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18 | RESOURCE MATRIX TO ID NEEDS TEMPLATE_SP

Evento:
Financiero

Natural

Fisico

Social

Humano
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19 | SOLUTION FEASIBI LIT Y MATRIX TEMPLATE_ENG

Resources necessary to implement this solution:

Financial

Natural

Physical

Social

Human

Have

Don’t have
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20 | SOLUTION FEASIBILIT Y MATRIX TEMPLATE_SP

Recursos necesarios para implementar esta solución:

Financiero

Natural

Fisico

Social

Humano

Tiene

No tiene
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21 | SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX EXAMPLE_ENG

This is an example of how this template can be used to plan a project:
Ex: Soil Conservation
Targets and Activities
Whole Period

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

1,500
farmers are
implementing
soil
conservation
practices

500 farmers

1,000 farmers

1,500 farmers

-Recruitment of 4
additional trainers
(paid by Bocu)
-Baseline survey
tool
-Baseline survey
(150 farmers 10%) and feedback
reports
-Training of 7
trainers
-Exchange visit to
other organizations
-Development of
training manual (for
trainers)
-Measuring (soil
test / pH) for model
farms
-Training 500
farmers in 7 coops
-Monthly radio talk
shows
-Awareness
campaign
-Monitoring
(quarterly)

-Maintaining 7
trainers
-Recruitment
of new
trainers
-Review
training for
trainers
-Monitoring
-Training for
additional 500
farmers
-Radio talk
shows

-Maintaining 7
trainers
-Training
additional 500
farmers
-Monitoring
-External
evaluation
-Radio talk
shows

Assets &
Opportunities

Resource
Requirements

Risks &
Assumptions

-3 motorbikes
-3 computers
-3 trainers
-Goat project
-7 coops
-32 model
farmers
supported by
BOCU since
2009

-Consultant full
time
-Project officer
(450,000/month)
-4 additional
trainers (20M)
-2 motorbikes
(29M)
-Office / IT
equipment
-Funds for
training (45M)
-Stationary (3M)
-Compensation
for model
farmers
(20,000/visit/farm
er)
-Farmers kits
(35M)
-Meeting with
Board to get
feedback on
project

Farmers not
adopting the
project
Long drought
Heavy rain and
floods
Farmers not
adopting
Prolonged
sickness of the
farmers
Political
instabilities
(district)
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22 | SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX EXAMPLE_SP

Este es un ejemplo de cómo se puede usar esta plantilla para planificar un proyecto:

Ex: Conservación de suelo
Objetivos y Actividades
Todo el
periodo

Año 1

Año 2

Año 3

1,500
agricultores
estån
implementan
do practicas
de
conservación
de suelo

500 agricultores

1,000
agricultores

1,500
agricultores

-Recluta 4
entrenadores
adicionales (paid
by Bocu)
-Base encuesta
instrumento
-Base encuesta
(150 agricultores 10%) y el enforme
realimentación
-Entrena 7
entrenadores
-Vista otros
organizaciones
Desarolla manual
de entrenamiento
(para
entrenadores)
-Mide (suelo
pruebo / pH) para
fincas modelos
-Entrena 500
agricultores en 7
cooperativas

-Mantiene 7
entrenadores

-Mantiene 7
entrenadores

-Recluta
entrenadores
nuevos

-Entrena 500
agricultores
adicionales

-Para revisa
la formación
para
entrenadores

-Monitoreo del
programa

-Monitoreo
del programa
-Entrena 500
agricultores
adicionales
-Programas
de radio

-Evaluación
externo
-Programas de
radio

Assets &
Opportunities

Resource
Requirements

Risks &
Assumptions

-3 motos

-Tecnico (40
horas por
semana)

Problemas con
aprobación

-3 computadoras
-3 entrenadores
-Proyecto de
cabra
-7 cooperativas
-32 agricultores
modelos
ayudaron por
BOCU ya que
2009

-Gerente del
proyecto
(450,000/month)
-4 más técnicos
(20M)
-2 motos (29M)
-Equipo de
computadora

Sequía
Lluvia más fuerte,
inundaciones
Problemas con
salud de los
agricultores
Inestabilidad
política

-Fondos para
capacitación
(45M)
-Papel (3M)
-Fondos para los
agricultores
modelos
(20,000/visit/farm
er)
-Materiales para
agricultores
(35M)
-Reunión con la
junta para
obtener feedback

-Programa de radio
cada mes
-Campaña de
sensibilización
-Monitoreo
trimestral
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23 | SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX TEMPLATE_ENG
Solution
Objectives and activities

Resources you have (assets)

Entire project period

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Objectives

Objective

Objective

Objective

Activities

Activities

Activities

Resources you need

Risks and assumptions
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24 | SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX TEMPLATE_SP
Solución:
Objetivos y Actividades

Recursos ya tiene

Todo el periodo

Año 1

Año 2

Año 3

Objetivo general

Objetivo

Objetivo

Objetivo

Activities

Activities

Activities

Recursos necesita

Riesgos y suposiciones
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25 | TO -DO LISTS
As with the workshop supplies and materials, these lists can and will vary from and are not an
attempt to comprehensively guide every step leading up to the workshop. They are here to guide preworkshop planning, communication with the cooperative and participants, and ensure all necessary
preparative steps are taken.

Early Planning, “Three Months Out”
Location selection:
Consider variables discussed in “Choosing a Workshop Location”
Send out initial communication to gauge interest
Finalize location of workshop (country, region)
Complete pre-planning questionnaire
Gather relevant data on climate change in region of choice
Go beyond the pre-planning questionnaire work if necessary in assessing organization’s 			
operations, sourcing, relationships in region of choice
Decide whether or not to partner with other organizations in facilitating the workshop (other
coffee roasters, coffee buyers, local NGOs, community organizations)
Define workshop objectives
Create workshop outline
Decide which activities to include
Outline optimal activity progression
Modify workshop and activities based on answers to Pre-Planning Questionnaire
Finalize cooperative/grower partner for workshop
Assess existing relationship with cooperative
Decide on need/desire for pre-workshop activities
Finalize date, location of workshop (specific building or address)
Send communication to cooperative detailing:
Workshop description and purpose
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What facilitator will provide during workshop
Dates, times, location of workshop
Expectation of participants
Any questions about cooperative at-large
Questions about access to materials, workshop space, technological capabilities
and connectivity
Get a finalized budget from facilitating organization
Decide how many facilitators are needed
Purchase transportation tickets
Finalize lodging for facilitators

Refining the Details, “Three Weeks Out”
Purchase necessary supplies and materials
Create all necessary templates, posters, and documents
Decide which templates, etc. need to be printed beforehand and which will be created once 		
facilitators arrive at the workshop location
Continue line of communication with cooperative
Compensate for unresponsiveness
Adapt workshop structure and activities based on information
Plan for pre-workshop activities (if doing)
Translate all documents into local language
Decide on breakdown of facilitator duties, establish norms and guidelines
Make travel and lodging reservations, if not already done
Gather relevant information on cooperative and region from knowledgeable actors/relations to
home organization
Arrange for food and drink during the workshop
Present materials to co-facilitators or facilitating organization team for review and
incorporate feedback
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Last Minute Checklist, “Leaving Tomorrow”
Print lodging details, directions from airport, information about local stores/access to
workshop resources
Print tickets and airline/train info
Ensure all have necessary travel documents (passports if leaving the country)
Final communication with cooperative
Final reminder of arrival
Guarantee that pre-workshop activities are happening (if doing)
Guarantee that participants will be present
Ask about any last minute changes, complications, or unexpected occurrences
Decide when and where co-facilitators will meet up if traveling from different locations or
home organizations
Confirm division of roles between facilitators
Review all necessary supplies
Ensure that all supplies, documents, and templates are packed or that access to materials at
workshop location is guaranteed
Finalize all personal packing
Clarify who among the facilitators will be responsible for bringing workshop materials, making
sure that all necessary supplies are accounted for in respective packing lists
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2 6 | WORKSHOP AGENDA EXAMPLE
Day 1
Activity

Start

End

Objective

Breakfast and check-in

8:00am

9:00am

N/A

Introduction

9:00am

9:50am

Explain who we are, why we are there, what our
goals are for the workshop

Drawing Ideas

10:00am

10:15am

Help participants feel comfortable sharing ideas

Cropping / climate risk
calendar

10:15am

11:00am

Participants identify how climate and agricultural
cycles have changed and how changes have
impacted their livelihoods

Break

11:00am

11:15am

Tea and bathroom

11:45am

Participants identify and discuss good / bad
agricultural practices. Identify which ones have
been adopted in regards to climate change. Identify
what impacts these have on livelihoods

Resilient vs. Not
resilient practices

11:15am

Climate Change
Presentation

11:45am

12:10pm

Discuss greenhouse effect, global warming, climate
change, impacts of climate change globally and on
Peru. Introduce first Nicholas School project.

Lunch

12:10pm

1:30pm

Eat!

Prioritize Challenges

1:30pm

2:00pm

Develop final list of challenges and vote on which
are most prevalent to Chirinos (4-6 challenges)

Problem Tree

2:00pm

2:30pm

Participants break into groups (different challenge
per group). Identify root causes and effects of the
challenges.

Problem Tree
Presentation

2:30pm

3:00pm

Groups present findings for each challenge and
receive feedback from other groups

Break

3:00pm

3:10pm

Tea and bathroom

Problem Tree

3:10pm

3:40pm

Participants break back into problem tree groups
and start identifying potential solutions

Problem Tree
Presentation

3:40pm

4:10pm

Present findings for each challenge and receive
feedback from other groups

Wrap-up

4:10pm

4:30pm

Overview of day’s activities and discuss directions
for day 2
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Day 2
Activity

Start

End

Objective

Breakfast and arrival

8:00am

9:00am

N/A

Recap of Day 1

9:00am

9:45am

Discuss the takeaways from day 1. Discuss today’s
objectives

Five resources
framework
presentation

9:45am

10:30am

Present outcomes of Nicholas School projects
(adaptation solutions); discuss the concept of
feasibility and capital; ID organization’s assets

Break

10:30am

10:50am

Tea and bathroom

Resource Matrix to ID
needs

10:50am

11:30am

Participants solidify resource framework from the
presentation and use it to identify needs

Narrow down solutions 11:30am

12:00pm

Participants pick 2-3 solutions from each problem
tree that appear most feasible, considering the
framework

Lunch

12:00pm

1:30pm

Eat

Vote on solutions

1:30pm

2:00pm

Participants identify the solutions that appear most
attractive and feasible to implement in Chirinos

Solution Feasibility

2:00pm

2:30pm

Participants identify the types of resources
needed for each solution (each group has different
solution); participants classify needs by what assets
organization has and does have and then identifies
difficulty of obtaining missing needs

Break

2:30pm

3:00pm

Tea and bathroom

Solution Feasibility
presentation

3:00pm

3:30pm

Feasibility vs. Impact
graph

3:30pm

4:00pm

Workshop conclusion

4:00pm

5:00pm

Groups present findings for each solution and
receive feedback from other groups
Facilitator leads discussion following solutioncapitol identification and has participants
determine which solutions are most feasible with
the highest impact
Wrap-up what we covered over the past two days;
pass out evaluation
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27 | WORKSHOP SUMMARY CHIRINOS
Dear La Prosperidad de Chirinos,
Thank you very much for hosting Counter Culture Coffee (CCC) and Twin the week of July 24th for
our climate change adaptation workshop. We appreciate your warm hospitality and participation
during the trial-run portion of this project. The purpose of this note is to provide a brief summary of
the workshop objectives and results.

Background
While climate change predictions are complex and uncertain, effects are anticipated to have negative
consequences on coffee. In CCC’s experience, climate change impacts farmers differently around
the world and that, coupled with the high degree of difference in between coffee-growing regions,
calls for a solution that is community-generated and adaptable to the unique conditions in each
location. This project is the culmination of research gathered over 2-3 years by Duke University
students. Students studied climate change impacts on coffee producers in Latin America, identified
potential adaptation solutions, and determined the feasibility of those solutions based on the
varying environmental, social, and organizational capacities of each coffee cooperative. CCC and
Twin wished to condense this process into a workshop that allows coffee farmers to identify viable
adaptation solutions specific to the unique climate change impacts, resource accessibility, and
interests of their own cooperatives. Ultimately, CCC and Twin will develop a toolkit to replicate this
process with coffee cooperatives around the world.
CCC and Twin developed a two-day climate change adaptation workshop to implement on the
coffee cooperative level. Workshop design was based primarily on the methodologies and research
conducted by prior Duke students in addition to the methodologies and research conducted by
Twin for their Gender Actions Learning System (GALS) workshops. The climate change adaptation
workshop was designed to be highly participatory so that the majority of information produced was
generated by participants.

Workshop
Key Objectives:
• Identify the most important challenges/problems in Chirinos due to climate change impacts
• Identify potential solutions to overcome these challenges/problems
• Explore the concept of feasibility and how access to resources differs by region and 			
cooperative capacities
• Prioritize adaptation solutions based on impact and feasibility
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A total of 25 people participated in the workshop and consisted of a mix of coffee producers,
technicos, and cooperative management roles. A wide range of ages and years of experience working
in the La Prosperidad Chirinos cooperative were also represented in the participant turnout. Three
women were present the first day of the workshop while the remaining participants were male. Please
see the attached workshop outline for a chronological list of workshop activities and presentations.
The workshop began by having participants identify climate change impacts and challenges specific
to Chirinos through a series of exercises.

A. The main challenges identified were:
• Landslides - Derrumbes
• Erosion – Erosión
• Water Pollution- Contaminación de la agua
• Lack of water – Ausencia de lluvias
• Uncertainty about shade management – Desconocimiento de sobre manejo de sombra
• Pests & Disease – plagas y enfermedades
• Lack of crop diversification – Poca diversificación en la finca
• Strong winds – vientos Fuertes
• Strong sun & temperature – Incremento de la temperatura y fuerte sol
• Too much rain – excesivas lluvias
• Harmful government policies – Malas politicas de los gobiernos
B. Participants voted on this list of challenges (A) to select those that are most prevalent and
important in Chirinos:
• Harmful government policies
• Pests & diseases
• Soil erosion
• High sun/temperature
• Contamination of the water

C. Participants created a list of potential adaptations solutions for each of the challenges listed above
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(B). Participants then chose 2-3 of these potential adaptation solutions to implement in Chirinos
based on a quick viability analysis:
• Education for the population about climate change
• Education for policy makers about climate change impacts
• Better practices for planting coffee
• Reforestation projects
• Production and application of organic compost
• Coffee seed banks
• Studies on resistant coffee varieties
• Develop zoning restrictions to conserve natural areas
• Studies on shade tree varieties
• Management plan for solid and liquid waste (aguas mieles)
• Sustainable production plan at the cooperative
D. Participants voted on the solutions (C) that were most attractive and feasible in Chirinos:
• Better practices for planting coffee
• Production and application of organic compost
• Coffee seed banks
• Studies on shade tree varieties
• Management plan for solid and liquid waste
E. Participants identified what financial, physical, human, social, and natural resources would be
needed to implement each solution and then determined which resources Chirinos has or does not
have access to. As a group, we prioritized the adaptation solutions from most feasible with greatest
impact, to less feasible with least impact:
1. Production and application of organic compost
2. Management plan for solid and liquid waste
3. Better practices for planting coffee
4. Coffee seed banks
5. Studies on shade tree varieties
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The most feasible and impactful climate change adaptation solutions identified by participants were:
the production and application of organic compost and the development of a management plan for
solid and liquid waste. According to information provided by workshop participants and cooperative
management, Chirinos producers have already begun the process of producing and applying organic
compost for coffee production. This affirmed CCC’s belief that many farmers are already beginning
to adopt agricultural practices that make their farms more resilient to climate change. We were
excited to see this practice was also identified as one of the most attractive, feasible, and impactful
by workshop participants. It was not clear at what stage or scale the project is currently being
implemented at but we recommend that Chirinos continue to develop and extend the scope
the project.
CCC and Twin note that while some solutions were not perceived as being both the most viable
and impactful, they might still be worth exploring. Solutions like better ways of planting coffee and
establishing seed banks may be valuable adaptation practices that simply need additional research
and planning for successful implementation.

Reflection
Workshop participants were very engaged and interested in learning about climate change impacts
and exploring adaptation strategies. However, we noted that participants were approaching the issue
from a primarily agricultural perspective. In the future, we would like to modify the workshop to
expand the scope at which people interpret climate change impacts and develop adaptation solutions.
These impacts and solutions may take a primarily social or political form. For example, strengthening
women and youth groups to increase cooperative resiliency.
CCC distributed a survey evaluation for the workshop to gauge workshop participant’s perceptions
of the workshop outcomes and process. With the exception of two questions, all questions were
answered with a “likert scale” (best to worst) using smiley faces. The most negative answer received a
value of 1 and the most positive answer received a value of 5. We found that evaluations reflected very
positive sentiments towards the workshop content and process. The average response rating for each
likert scale question answered is in the table below. Additional comments from participants included
requests that the workshop be replicated with similar themes and/or conducted at the regional bases
of the cooperative.
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Question

Average

Do you feel like this workshop was useful to identify climate change adaptation
strategies specific to Chirinos?

4.93

Did the facilitator explain expectations and objectives clearly?

4.86

Did the facilitator sustain interest and participation of the group?

4.79

Did the facilitator clarify questions asked by participants?

4.86

Overall, how would you rate the workshop facilitator?

4.85

Did you feel comfortable participating in group work?

5.00

Were assignments and activities appropriate and reasonable in the time allowed?

4.87

As part of this workshop, we are including follow-up work to be completed by cooperative
management. The work will entail more detailed planning for 1-2 of the adaptation solutions.
Through this workshop, Twin and CCC gained a wealth of information about how climate change is
impacting the Chirinos coffee producers. We look forward to sharing this information with our peers
as well as other coffee organizations. The information we acquired during the workshop will help
us better adjust the climate change adaptation toolkit that we are currently developing which Twin
and CCC anticipate finishing and distributing by the end of the year. This toolkit will allow others to
replicate the climate change adaptation workshop.
CCC and Twin would like to thank La Prosperidad de Chirinos again for all of their help. We are
grateful for the time and effort of the cooperative management and workshop participants. We
would also like to say a special thank you to Cristely Quinones, who handled all of our personal
and workshop logistics. She was an incredible help during this process. We look forward to future
correspondence with La Prosperidad de Chirinos.
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28 | WORKSHOP SUMMARY FINCA NUEVA ARMENIA
Introduction
The purpose of this workshop was to provide a framework for Finca Nueva Armenia (FNA) to identify
attractive and feasible climate change adaptation solutions.
The workshop was conducted by Meredith Taylor, CCC Sustainability Manager, and Hannah Popish,
Consultant. The main elements of the visit included:
• Farm tour
• 2-day climate change adaptation workshop
The final outcome of the workshop was a list of prioritized climate change adaptation solutions based
on attractiveness, feasibility, and impact listed in order:
A. Pick up fallen coffee cherries from the ground to avoid the spread of disease and apply 		
chiltepol spray to control broca more frequently
B. Do not leave coffee tree plots unweeded
C. Grow coffee and shade tree seedlings for sale
D. Raise and sell live chickens

Background
While climate change predictions are complex and uncertain, effects are anticipated to have negative
consequences on coffee. In CCC’s experience, climate change impacts farmers differently around the
world and that, coupled with the high degree of difference between coffee-growing regions, calls for a
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solution that is community-generated and adaptable to the unique conditions in each location. This
project is the culmination of research conducted over 3 years by Duke University students. Students
studied climate change impacts on coffee farmers in Latin America, identified potential adaptation
solutions, and determined the feasibility of those solutions based on the varying environmental,
social, and organizational capacities of coffee cooperatives. Recognizing the value of this research,
CCC and Twin wanted to condense the 3 year process into a 2-3 day workshop so that it could be
replicated efficiently. Ultimately, CCC and Twin will develop a toolkit that allows others to replicate
this process with coffee cooperatives, organizations, and farmers around the world.
CCC and Twin developed a two-day climate change adaptation workshop to implement on the coffee
farm or cooperative level. Workshop design was based primarily on the methodologies and research
conducted by prior Duke students in addition to the methodologies and research conducted by Twin
for their Gender Actions Learning System (GALS) workshops. These methodologies take a primarily
participatory action research (PAR) approach which relies on collaboration and social relations
to produce the most accurate and relevant information. Therefore, the majority of information
produced during the climate change adaptation workshop was generated entirely from the knowledge
and input of participants.

Farm Visit
We did not hold a formal meeting prior to the workshop, however we did communicate with Jorge via
email prior to arrival and had the chance to talk with both brothers on the drive to La Democracia.
Unlike the workshop in Chirinos where we had no prior knowledge about the organization or the
area, we did not feel it was necessary to schedule an extra day with the Recinos since we’ve worked
with them for 14 years. We took time after the workshop each day to walk different parts of the farm
and this proved helpful in sparking conversation and asking about recent climatic changes in the area.

Workshop
Key Objectives:
• Identify the most important challenges/problems at FNA due to climate change impacts
• Identify potential solutions to overcome these challenges/problems
• Explore the concept of feasibility and access to resources
• Prioritize adaptation solutions based on impact and feasibility. Note: throughout the 			
workshop, we substituted the word “feasibility” with “viability” based on translation differences.
However, for the purposes of this summary, we will use the word feasibility.
A total of 12 people participated in the workshop: Javier and Jorge Recinos, the farm manager Mingo,
and 9 additional male farm employees of various ages. Most of the employees spoke Spanish as a
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second language and were not comfortable reading and/or writing in Spanish.
The workshop began by having participants identify climate change impacts and challenges specific
to FNA through a series of exercises.
A. The main challenges identified were:
• Insufficient work/inconsistent work available throughout the year, particularly during times 		
of too much or too little rain out of season
• Pests and diseases, particularly broca and roya
• Uneven maturation of coffee cherries
• Management of fermentation and drying, particularly in relation to changing levels of 			
humidity and fluctuating temperatures
Since there were four clear challenges, we did not need to vote on where to focus.
B. Participants created a list of potential adaptations solutions for each of the challenges listed above
(A). Participants then chose 2-3 of these potential adaptation solutions to implement at FNA based
on a quick viability analysis:
• Pick up fallen coffee cherries from the ground to avoid the spread of disease and apply 		
chiltepol spray to control broca more frequently
• Make a stronger oak-based spray to control roya
• Do not leave coffee tree plots unweeded
• Rest coffee that has already been depulped
• Hire crews/more people for pruning/cutting
• Grow coffee and shade tree seedlings for sale
• Raise and sell live chickens
• Construct more raised beds for drying
• Buy cell phones so that workers can be contacted quickly to cover dying coffee when it rains
• Cover the tanks to better control fermentation

C. Participants voted on the solutions (B) that were most attractive and feasible at FNA:
• Pick up fallen coffee cherries from the ground to avoid the spread of disease and apply 		
chiltepol spray to control broca more frequently
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• Do not leave coffee tree plots unweeded
• Grow coffee and shade tree seedlings for sale
• Raise and sell live chickens
D. Participants identified what financial, physical, human, social, and natural resources would be
needed to implement each solution and then determined which resources FNA has or does not have
access to. As a group, we prioritized the adaptation solutions from most feasible with greatest impact,
to less feasible with least impact:
A. Pick up fallen coffee cherries from the ground to avoid the spread of disease and apply 		
chiltepol spray to control broca more frequently
B. Do not leave coffee tree plots unweeded
C. Grow coffee and shade tree seedlings for sale
D. Raise and sell live chickens

Outcomes
The most feasible and impactful climate change adaptation solution identified by participants was:
pick up fallen coffee cherries from the ground to avoid the spread of disease and apply chiltepol spray
to control broca more frequently. Chiltepol spray is already made and used at the farm to control
broca, but could be applied more often. This practice, in addition to collecting fallen cherries, would
create additional employment hours for the workers, but would be an additional cost to the farm.
Workers also mentioned wanting better PPE to apply the spray since it burns on contact with skin.
The selection of this solution affirmed CCC’s belief that FNA is already using and beginning to adopt
agricultural practices that make the farm more resilient to climate change. We were excited to see
this practice was also identified as one of the most attractive, feasible, and impactful by
workshop participants.
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CCC notes that while some solutions were not perceived as being both the most viable and
impactful, they might still be worth exploring. Solutions like selling chickens and selling seedlings
may be valuable adaptation practices that simply need additional research and planning for
successful implementation.
As part of this workshop, we are including follow-up work to be completed by Javier and Jorge. The
work will entail more detailed planning for 1 to 2 of the adaptation solutions. The purpose of this
work is to help FNA further explore the feasibility of the adaptation solution(s) identified during
the workshop. While workshop participants thought through the resources needed to implement
each solution, Javier and Jorge are better positioned to be able to identify what is necessary for large
scale implementation. Javier and Jorge would work through the template below using the resource
matrixes completed by participants during the workshop for reference. Following the completion
of the template, the brothers should have a more complete picture of the feasibility of solution
implementation. Any further work regarding implementation would be at the discretion of
the brothers.

Solution:
Assets &
Opportunities

Targets and Activities

Whole Period

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Overall goal

goal

goal

goal

Resource
Risks &
Requirements Assumptions

Reflection
Overall, the workshop was a success in that it helped Javier and Jorge identify feasible climate
change adaptation strategies, some of which are already in use on a smaller scale and other which
would be new for the farm. The inclusion of key farm workers as participants, while requiring some
modification of the activities, ultimately proved beneficial to the generation of new ideas and will
hopefully prove useful in the implementation of those ideas as well.
Two of the four final strategies that developed out of the workshop were born out of the workers’
concern about unpredictable rainfall and how that could affect their ability to get steady work at
the farm—breeding and selling chickens and expanding the on-farm nursery to sell plant seedlings.
CCC was pleased to hear these strategies arise because both ideas are great examples of adaptation
strategies that also build resilience—chickens and seedlings are much less susceptible to changes
like unexpected rain or unusually high temperatures, which means that workers would have a more
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predictable income. It also means that one low-volume or low-quality year would not endanger the
farm or it’s workforce, because there would be other sources of income available.
The mix of participants created a few challenges for this particular workshop. Most of the workers
had never participated in any kind of similar activity before and they expressed feeling challenged
since the nature of the workshop was so different from their day-to-day work. Also, the majority of
the workers did not feel comfortable writing in Spanish, which made their participation in certain
activities more difficult. Despite these challenges, the workers made a great effort to participate
and the facilitators feel like the outcome of each activity ultimately reflected their ideas and
sentiments. In the future, CCC plans to create a more detailed pre-workshop questionnaire aimed at
understanding the experiences and literacy levels of participants so that workshop instructions and
activities can be better tailored to the appropriate level.
Much of the success in overcoming the challenges created by the mix of participants can be credited
to Javier and Jorge. Prior to and during the workshop, the brothers helped the facilitators identify
words and concepts that would need more explanation that what was planned in the facilitator
guide. Javier and Jorge also helped immensely to overcome the power dynamic that existed between
themselves and the workers. They took charge in helping to record ideas during the activities without
dismissing ideas they didn’t like and, in CCC’s opinion, created an atmosphere in which the workers
felt comfortable expressing their opinions. After the workshop, the brothers mentioned being pleased
with how the process allowed them to hear ideas and opinions from workers that they’d never heard
expressed previously. In every setting where this workshop is done, but especially when it’s done
with both farm owners and workers as participants, there will be an inherent imbalance of power that
could potentially stifle the process. Because of Javier and Jorge, that did not happen in this case and
CCC learned a lot about how to address and overcome these power dynamics in future workshops.
CCC distributed a survey evaluation to gauge participant’s perceptions of the workshop outcomes
and process. The evaluation as written and read aloud, however, was not well understood by
participants and therefore the results are not included here. CCC will follow-up with Javier and Jorge
to get their feedback on the workshop and also consider other ways to do evaluations in
future workshops.
CCC found that this workshop allowed for a unique opportunity to build a stronger partnership with
FNA and also between the Recinos brothers and their employees. As this was only the second time
through the workshop, the experience provided CCC with valuable lessons about how to adapt future
workshops to the unique characteristics of each coffee-growing partner.
Moving forward, CCC will be refining workshop content and materials based on observations and
reflections from the beta test in Peru and this experience at FNA. This process will then be developed
into a case study and toolkit designed to let other actors in coffee industry recreate the workshop
within their own supply chains. Following toolkit completion, we will publicize and distribute
materials to the coffee industry.
Photos here.
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